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In the last several years the technique of localization combined with the 
theory of Smodules has become an important tool in studying representa- 
tions of semisimple Lie algebras. Probably the most spectacular success of 
this approach is the proof of the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures. Powerful as 
it is, however, the existing localization theory is best suited to study 
primarily algebraic aspects of representation theory. For example, given a 
global representation of a semisimple Lie group, the localization technique 
is used to investigate the underlying Harish-Chandra module. 
The purpose of this paper is to develop another localization technique, 
which we call analytic localization, designed to study the global representa- 
tion itself. Roughly speaking, the analytic localization functor establishes 
an equivalence between group representations on the one hand, and certain 
$&modules on the other. In particular it provides a comprehensive 
geometric construction of representation of semisimple Lie groups. A 
precise statement of our main results appears later in the introduction, 
Here and throughout this paper GO denotes a connected semisimple Lie 
group with finite center. For the purpose of this introduction we assume 
that GO arises as a set of real points of a connected simply connected com- 
plex group G. We fix a maximal compact subgroup & of G,, and denote 
by K its complexilication. We let g denote the complexified Lie algebra of 
G, and by X we denote the complex manifold of all Bore1 subalgebras 
of g-the flag variety of g. 
Geometric realization of representations of GO has been at the center of 
attention of people in the field. A classical result in this direction is the 
theorem of Borel-Weil which describes such a realization for a finite 
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dimensional irreducible representation F of G, (and thus G): F is uniquely 
characterized by its lowest weight p in the dual of a Cartan subalgebra h 
of g. On the other hand p determines a G-homogeneous line bundle QP on 
the flag variety X. The associated sheaf Co, = flP(Q,) of holomorphic local 
sections is acyclic for the functor r of global sections, and F is naturally 
isomorphic to QX, (“,). The same statement remains true in the algebraic 
context: X has an underlying structure of algebraic variety, and f?, is an 
algebraic line bundle on X. One simply replaces Co, by the sheaf 0:” of 
regular sections of f!,. Let b,X be the Bore1 subalgebra parametrized by 
x E X, and n, its nilpotent radical. It is important to realize that the fiber 
of 5?!p (equivalently, the geometric fiber of $,, or of c”:“) is naturally 
isomorphic as a b,-module to the zero n,-homology group F/n,F of F. 
The correspondence d “g: F-+ OF is the simplest, but a very important, 
example of the classical localization functor, which we will refer to from 
now on as the algebraic localization functor. The analytic localization, 
which is developed in this paper, assigns to F the sheaf Co,. Aside from the 
difference between “algebraic” and “analytic” (which in this case is inessen- 
tial) these two functors are the same in this case. As we shall see later, this 
is the ony case in which they agree, although strong formal similarities 
remain. 
Geometric constructions of infinite dimensional representations of G, 
have encountered a number of serious technical difficulties. For a long time 
the only general geometric model available was that of a principal series (a 
representation induced from a finite dimensional representation of a 
parabolic subgroup). The very nontrivial case of discrete series was first 
solved by Schmid in his thesis [32]: they are represented as Dolbeault 
cohomology groups, in a specific degree, of a G,-homogeneous line bundle 
on an open Go-orbit on X. In every other degree the cohomology of this 
line bundle is zero. Schmid’s result illustrates several difficulties. The first 
is a lack of general vanishing theorems for vector bundles on 
G,-homogeneous manifolds. The vanishing theorem in [32] was proved by 
ad hoc methods, and only for “sufficiently nonsingular” parameters (this 
restriction was later removed using the technique of tensoring with finite 
dimensional representations [42]). Then, it is not obvious at all that in 
general the nonvanishing cohomology will have a useful Hausdorff topol- 
ogy. In the case of [32] this is done by identifying the cohomology group 
in question with a solution space of a certain elliptic differential operator 
on G,/K,. The resulting topology turns out to be Frechet. To exhibit the 
discrete series as unitary representations one has to relate the Dolbeault 
and L*-cohomologies. This brings us to the next difficulty one needs to face 
developing a general geometric realization model: several topologically 
nonequivalent representations may have isomorphic Harish-Chandra 
modules of their K,-finite vectors. 
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The algebraic localization theory, which was developed by Beilinson and 
Bernstein [l] and, in a more specific setting, by Brylinski and Kashiwara 
[ 81, disposes of the topological difficulties by dealing with Harish-Chandra 
modules, and, more generally, with g-modules with a given regular 
infinitesimal character. It captures the beauty and simplicity of the 
Borel-Weil theorem. Below we sketch the essential features of this theory. 
For an integral AE h* denote by 9p the sheaf of algebraic differential 
operators on O;‘tP. One observes that 69;lg is generated by the structure 
sheaf CO@ of X and the action of g, together with a relation involving A. The 
nature of this relation has nothing to do with integrality of A. Thus, to each 
AE h* one can canonically attach a sheaf 5$IB of algebras on X. This is 
called the sheaf of twisted (by A) algebraic differential operators on X. It 
reduces to the ordinary sheaf 9Yaig of algebraic differential operators on X 
if A = -p. In general, the statement remains true locally. 
On the other hand, I E h* (or rather its Weyl group orbit) parametrizes 
a character 4 of the center of the universal enveloping algebra of g. Denote 
by UA the quotient of U(g) by the ideal generated by the kernel of 4. 
Clearly Un depends only on the Weyl group orbit of 1 but it is convenient 
to keep the dependence on il explicit. We note that a UA-module is nothing 
but a g-module with infinitesimal character 4. It turns out that 9:Ig is an 
acyclic sheaf with algebra of global sections naturally isomorphic to UA. 
This important fact allows us to define the algebraic localization functor 
from the category of U,-modules to the category of (quasicoherent) 9ilg- 
modules. The functor of global sections, going in the opposite direction, is 
the right adjoint to ~2;‘~. The main theorem of Beilinson and Bernstein [ 1 ] 
asserts that, for A regular and antidominant, d*‘g is an equivalence of 
categories, with the functor r of global sections serving as its inverse. 
Moreover, the higher derived functors of A ‘I8 and r vanish. This is a vast 
generalization of the Borel-Weil theorem: in that special case 
A”‘yF) = coa:g. When restricted to the category of Harish-Chandra 
U,-modules, Aalg establishes an equivalence of this category with the 
category of K-equivariant coherent 9A alg-modules on X. Since K acts on X 
algebraically with finitely many orbits, the latter category consists of 
holonomic modules with regular singularities. This allows for a very 
straightforward classification of irreducible objects, in terms of 
K-equivariant connections on orbits. 
In order to develop a workable localization theory for group representa- 
tions, one needs to have a canonical way of extending a Harish-Chandra 
module to a representation of Go. Several such “globalization functors” 
exist by now [40, 331. The one which is most useful for us is Schmid’s 
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functor of minimal globalization [33]. The minimal globalization of a 
Harish-Chandra module for G,, is the minimal topological vector space 
completion of the module to a module on which G, acts. It is isomorphic 
to the space of analytic vectors in any Banach space globalization of the 
module in question (cf. [33]). Our intent here is to develop a localization 
theory which will also represent the minimal globalizations of Harish- 
Chandra modules in terms of a tractable category of sheaves on A’. The 
algebraic localization, which is defined in terms of tensor product, will not 
do here because it does not take into account the topology of a module 
that happens to be a topological module. Thus, one would expect the 
algebraic localization of the minimal globalization of a module to be 
extremely complicated in comparison to the localization of the original and 
not recognizable as arising from its completion. Our analytic localization, 
on the other hand, represents minimal globalizations of Harish-Chandra 
modules in terms of sheaves of 9j.-modules (gA is a sheaf of twisted dif- 
ferential operators with holomorphic coefficients) which have a particularly 
simple form: they are sheaves whose restrictions to any Go-orbit in X are 
locally free of finite rank as modules over the sheaf of germs of 
holomorphic functions on X. We should point out that, except for trivial 
cases, these sheaves are not coherent. On the other hand, however, they 
bear striking resemblance to constructible sheaves. In fact, there is an 
equivalence between these sheaves and constructible sheaves which is quite 
simple and transparent. 
Denote by 9JI( U,, G,) the category of minimal globalizations of Harish- 
Chandra Uj.-modules. The modules in this category belong to a par- 
ticularly good class of topological vector spaces-duals of nuclear Frechet 
spaces or DNF spaces. This class of spaces behaves well under completed 
topological tensor product, which is fortunate since our version of localiza- 
tion makes heavy use of this operation. 
The construction of 9:‘” can be carried out in the analytic context. This 
results in a sheaf zS~ of twisted differential operators with holomorphic coef- 
ficients. This also is an acyclic sheaf with algebra of global sections 
isomorphic to UA. The sheaf 9>. has the structure of a DNF-sheaf-that is, 
its sections over any compact subset of K form a DNF-space. In particular, 
U1 is a DNF-space: it is a countable direct limit of its finite dimensional 
subspaces. 
Denote by !JJ( U,) the category of DNF U,-modules, and, for an object 
V in !JJI(U,), set 
A( V) = CSi @,,, V= Tor,U1(9;., V), 
where 6 denotes the completed topological tensor product. The functor 
into the category of sheaves defined in this way need not be exact, though 
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it is right exact. It turns out, however, that the category W( V,) has enough 
topologically projective resolutions to allow us to do homological algebra 
and define derived functors Dk A for A [37]. 
The failure of A to be exact forces us to work in derived (localized) 
categories. Let D'ilN( U,) denote the category obtained by localization of the 
homotopy category of m(U,) with respect to quasi-isomorphisms. The 
category DYJl(9~) is constructed in a similar manner from the category 
!I.Jl(~,) of DNF $2$-modules. One defines a derived functor DA: 
D'zlJl(9J + D'iN(~J of d-this is the functor of analytic localization-and 
a derived functor DT: D'iUl(9~) + DW(UJ of the functor of global sec- 
tions. The first main result of this paper is the assertion (cf. Theorem 5.4): 
If A is regular, then DA: D'9Jl( U,) + D'iJiR(9~) is an equiv- 
alence of categories with inverse functor Dr. 
Unlike the case of algebraic localization, even for I antidominant one does 
not have an equivalence without passing to derived categories. 
The equivalence between D‘tVl(U,) and D'iUl(9,) is largely of technical 
interest, since these categories are too large to be of great interest in them- 
selves. However, in the second half of the paper we establish our main 
result: If this equivalence is restricted to the full subcategory of D!lR(UJ 
generated (in the sense of triangulated categories) by minimal globaliza- 
tions of Harish-Chandra modules, then it determines an equivalence 
between this category and a particularly simple category of @-modules. 
More specifically, let D'iW( UA, G,) be the full triangulated subcategory of 
DSll( U,) generated by minimal globalizations of Harish-Chandra modules. 
Similarly, let DYN(&, G,) be the full triangulated subcategory of D!JJl(9,J 
generated by the category of G,-equivariant &-modules whose restrictions 
to any Go-orbit are locally free of finite rank over the sheaf of germs of 
holomorphic functions on X. Our main theorem (Theorem 10.9) asserts 
that: 
The functor DA determines an equivalence of categories 
between D'iUl(U,, G,)and D'iVl(9,,G,). 
To understand this result, it will be helpful to look at a simple example: 
the case where G, = SU( 1, 1 ), and K, = diagonal matrices in SU( 1, 1). 
In this case G = SL(2, C), K is its subgroup of diagonal matrices, and 
g = 51,(C). The flag variety X= @ u {co >. The group G acts transitively on 
X via linear fractional transformations. The orbits of G, are the open unit 
disc S+ = {z: JzI < l}, the unit circle So= {z: \zI = l}, and S--the 
exterior of the closed unit disc, including co. The K-orbits are Q + = {0}, 
Q” = @ - {0}, and Q - = {cc }. The Go-orbits are associated to K-orbits in 
the order indicated. This is a special case of the Matsuki correspondence. 
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Consider the case of 2 = -p. Let F be the trivial Harish-Chandra 
module, and let I be the principal series Harish-Chandra module of length 
three containing F as a sub, and the holomorphic and antiholomorphic 
discrete series V, and V_ as quotients. We have an exact sequence 
Applying Aalg we get an exact sequence 
of 9”‘g-modules, where 9 = Oalg and 9 is the sheaf of meromorphic func- 
tions on X with poles at 0 and co only. The quotient sheaf 9/9 decom- 
poses as a direct sum of two skyscraper sheaves V+ and 1IT supported in 
(0) and {co }, respectively. By passing to global sections we recover the 
preceding exact sequence of Harish-Chandra modules. This simple example 
illustrates the Beilinson-Bernstein equivalence theorem. 
Since the functor ( ) - of minimal globalization is exact [33], we have 
an exact sequence 
O+F-+I-+V;@V:+O. 
The minimal globalization of F is of course F itself. Since F is obtained as 
global sections of an acyclic DNF g-module 0, the equivalence of 
categories result implies that DA(F) = 0 (we regard U,-modules and 
9,-sheaves as objects in the corresponding derived categories by identify- 
ing them with complexes concentrated in degree zero only). Similarly, I - 
can be realized as the space of global sections of the DNF g-module $, 
obtained by first restricting 0 to So, and then extending by zero to X. Since 
8; is acyclic it follows that DA(Z - ) = 2. Now, we have an exact sequence 
of sheaves 0 + YIP-+ @I %PI + 0 + f + 0, where ti/+ is obtained by extend- 
ing the sheaf of holomorphic functions on S ’ by zero to X. This exact 
sequence determines a distinguished triangle in the derived category. By 
turning we obtain a triangle 
where “[ 11” is the translation operator. Since DA preserves triangles, it 
follows that DAV; = %‘+ [l], and DAV: = Wp [l]. One recovers V; as 
the zero hypercohomology of w& [l] or, equivalently, as the first 
coholomogy of %Y&. 
Restricted to !JJI( U,, G,), DA is an equivalence between minimal 
globalizations and “perverse sheaves,” which are the objects in 
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O!IJI(~~,, G,) with hypercohomology concentrated in degree zero. In 
general such an object can be very complicated. One explanation of this 
stems from the relationship between derived functors of localization and 
n,-homology. 
It follows rather easily from the definitions that, for a regular 1, the 
geometric fiber of d(V) at x is isomorphic as a b,-module to the (A+ p)- 
weightspace of H,,(n,, V). The proof is identical to that of an analogous 
result for dalg [2]. If V is a minimal globalization, the stalk of D, d(V) at 
x is a free L?,-module of finite rank. It follows that the geometric fiber of 
Dk d(V) at x is isomorphic to the (A + p)-weightspace of H,(n,, I’). As an 
application we get: 
The homology groups of a minimal globalization of 
a Harish-Chandra module with respect to a maximal 
nilpotent subalgebra of g are finite dimensional. 
This is proved in Proposition 10.10 in the case of regular infinitesimal 
character. The extension to a general situation is straightforward. 
Unlike in the simple example of SU( 1, 1) we discussed above, it may 
happen that for a minimal globalization the same weight ,? + p may con- 
tribute to n-homology in various degrees. This may serve as an indication 
of a rather complicated structure of the “perverse sheaves.” 
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 1 we review basic 
facts about the sheaf of differential operators L@*. The necessary machinery 
for doing homological algebra and localization in the context of topologi- 
cal modules over a topological algebra is discussed in Section 2. In 
Section 3 we consider DNF gA-modules, which are the kinds of sheaves we 
hope to get from localizing DNF UI-modules. To facilitate the discussion 
we have included an appendix on topological vector spaces. We also dis- 
cuss a particularly useful fine resolution for such sheaves, which is modeled 
on the Tech construction. The equivalence of categories between D‘9Jl(Un) 
and D!JJl(9A) is proved in Section 5. The main ingredient of the proof is a 
vanishing theorem proved in Section 4. Here is where the theories of 
algebraic and analytic localization depart. 
The remainder of the paper is mainly devoted to the proof of equivalence 
of D’iM( U1, G,) and D‘iLJl(9A, G,). The strategy of the proof relies heavily 
on the properties of intertwining functors. Such a functor, analogous to 
that introduced by Beilinson and Bernstein in [2], establishes an equiv- 
alence of DW(9J and D’iUl(~J, for A and p in the same Weyl group orbit, 
and commutes with DT and the respective functors of analytic localization 
at 1 and p (Sect. 6). Most of Section 9 is devoted to showing that this 
functor induces an equivalence of D!Ul(.Ci?,, G,) and D!JJl(9,, G,). This 
follows from careful al,(C)-type computations, partially carried out in the 
appendix. 
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It is well known that there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
K-orbits and G,-orbits on X (cf. [24]). This is the Matsuki correspondence 
illustrated before in the case of SU( 1, 1). Let Q be a K-orbit and S the 
corresponding Go-orbit. Also, let x be a point of Q n S. The isotropy group 
of x in Go contains a Cartan subgroup Co, stable under the Cartan involu- 
tion. We identify h with the complexilied Lie algebra of C,. Let 2 have 
antidominant real part. To each character L, of C,, with differential equal 
to i + p, one can canonically attach a “direct image” (@“, K)-module, 
supported on the closure of Q (cf. [ 1 I), and, via the global section functor, 
which in this case is an equivalence of categories, the standard Harish- 
Chandra module Z(x, L,) of Beilinson and Bernstein. On the other hand, 
this character parametrizes a “standard 9J.-module” (in our sense) Y(x, L,) 
supported on S. As modules of the form f(.x, L,) and 1(x, L,) generate the 
respective triangulated categories Drm(~j., Go) and DYJl( U,, G,), the 
equivalence of these categories is a direct consequence of the following 
proposition (cf. Proposition 10.8): 
The cohomology of X(x, L,) vanishes in degrees different 
from c=codim, Q, and H”(X, <9(x, L,)) is the minimal 
globalization of the standard module Z(x, L,). 
A special case of this proposition is illustrated in the SU( 1, 1) example. 
The above proposition gives a rather good geometric picture of how the 
localization of a Harish-Chandra module is related to the analytic localiza- 
tion of its minimal globalization, at least in the case of standard modules. 
One application of this is the following comparison theorem: if n is the 
nilpotent radical of a Bore1 subalgebra corresponding to a point, such as 
x, which is in the intersection of a K-orbit with its associated G,-orbit, then 
the n-homology of any Harish-Chandra module is the same as the 
n-homology of its minimal globalization. The proof of this result will 
appear in a forthcoming paper. 
Proposition 10.8 is related to a result of Schmid and Wolf on maximal 
globalizations of VoganZuckerman standard modules [34]. To a datum 
(x, Co, L) one can attach a series of standard VoganZuckerman modules, 
which are related to an appropriate Beilinson-Bernstein standard module 
by duality. It turns out the maximal globalization of such modules can be 
realized geometrically in a number of ways, for example in terms of local 
cohomology along S of the standard G,-equivariant sheaf attached to L 
[34]. In principle there is a duality between our model of minimal 
globalization of standard modules and the maximal globalization defined 
in [34]. It is not clear, however, how to carry this out geometrically. 
Both the proofs of Proposition 10.8 and the result in [34] employ an 
idea which has originated in [20]: There is another datum (S’, x’, L,) with 
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p not necessarily antidominant, for which the assertion follows (in this case 
from results in Schmid’s thesis [32]). Then one relates the objects 
associated to the data (S, X, L,) and (S’, x’, L,) by some version of an 
intertwining functor. In our case it suffices to show that the intertwining 
functor relating DroZ(&, G,) and D%R(gP, GO) maps 2(x, LA) into 
9(x’, LJ. This reduces to an &(a=) calculation carried out in the 
appendix. 
Sections 7 and 8 are technical in nature. They are devoted to discussion 
of analytic modules and sheaves equipped with a group action, and their 
behavior under localization and cohomology. 
The results of this paper were announced, in basic outline, at the 
Autumn 1986 AMS regional meeting in Logan, Utah. 
1. SHEAVES OF DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
The purpose of this section is to review the essential facts concerning 
standard sheaves of differential operators on the flag manifold. 
Here and throughout the paper G will be a connected complex semi- 
simple Lie group with Lie algebra g and X will be the corresponding flag 
manifold, i.e., the manifold of all Bore1 subalgebras of g. Thus, X is a com- 
plex analytic G-homogeneous space and, for each x E X, the isotropy group 
of x is a Bore1 subgroup B,. The unipotent radical of B, will be denoted 
N,. The quotient H, = B,/N, is isomorphic to a Cartan subgroup of G. 
We denote the Lie algebras of B,, N,, and H, by b,, n,, and 5,. Each of 
the collections {b,}, {n,}, and {h,} forms a holomorphic G-homogeneous 
bundle of Lie algebras over X. We denote these bundles by b, %, !+j, and 
their sheaves of sections by g:, JV, and 2. The adjoint representation of 
B, on h, is trivial, which implies X = 006, where h is the space of 
constant sections and 8 is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions. We 
call Ij the abstract Cartan subalgebra of g. This terminology is justified by 
the fact that, for each x E X, $ is isomorphic to h,, via the “evaluation 
at x” map. 
There is a natural sheaf of algebras gb associated with this picture as 
follows (cf. [2, 19, 25, 261, etc): The sheaf 0 @ U(g), i.e., the sheaf of germs 
of U(g)-valued finite rank holomorphic functions on X, is in a natural way 
a (0, U(g))-bimodule. There is a unique algebra structure on 0 @ U(g) 
given by specifying that 0 8 1 and 10 U(g) be subalgebras with the 
standard operations, and that the commutation relations [ 18 5, f @I 1 ] = 
&j(f) @ 1 be satisfied for < E g and f E 0, where r acts on f through the 
differential of the action of G on X: <(f)(x) = d/dtl,=, f(exp( - tax). We 
denote this algebra by U(3). The motivation for this notation is the 
following. Let 9 = cO@g. This trivial O-module inherits from U(Q) the 
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structure of a sheaf of Lie algebras, and U(3) has the formal properties of 
its universal enveloping algebra. A calculation shows that the right ideal in 
U(9) generated by .&” is actually a two-sided ideal, and we define 9& to be 
the associated quotient sheaf. An alternate description which is sometimes 
useful is the following: 
If we choose a base point x0 of X then we determine a projection 7~: 
G + X by r(g) = gxO; in other words, we regard X as G/B,,. The subgroup 
N-r0 determines a G-homogeneous analytic fiber bundle p: G/N, + G,JB, 
with fiber H, = B,/N,,. In fact, it is a principal H,,-bundle under the 
right action of H,, on G/N,,. In this setting, the sheaves U(3) and ~2~ may 
be described as follows: 
1.1. PROPOSITION. Given a base point x0 for X, the sheaf U(9) is 
natura& isomorphic to the direct image under E of the sheaf of right 
B,-invariant differential operators on G, while the sheaf 9,, is naturally 
isomorphic to the direct image under p of the sheaf of holomorphic differen- 
tial operators on G/N,, which are right H,,-invariant. 
Proof: If V is a domain in G/B,O, we let E(V) denote the algebra of all 
holomorphic differential operators on n-‘(V) which are right invariant 
with respect to B,,. If we think of the enveloping algebra U(g) as the 
algebra of holomorphic differential operators on G which are right 
G-invariant then U(g) is naturally a subalgebra of E(V). The algebra 
O(V) = Z( V, 0) may also be regarded as the subalgebra of degree zero 
operators in E(V) via the map f + f 0 rc. Thus, there is a map f @ v -+ 
(fo7c)v: O(V)@U(g)+E(V). 0 n passing to germs, this defines a map 
from U(9) to the direct image under n of the sheaf of right B,,-invariant 
differential operators on G. It is easy to see that this is, in fact, an algebra 
isomorphism if U(9) is given the multiplication defined earlier. This 
isomorphism takes ,/lr to the direct image under n of the sheaf of germs of 
holomorphic vector fields on G which are tangent to the left cosets of N,. 
These vector fields form an ideal in the Lie algebra of right BY,-invariant 
holomorphic vector fields. The right ideal they generate in the sheaf of right 
B,-invariant differential operators is, thus, a two-sided ideal and, in fact, 
consists precisely of operators which annihilate functions constant on left 
cosets of N,,. It follows that 9,, is naturally isomorphic to the direct image 
under p of the sheaf of holomorphic differential operators on G/N,, which 
are right H,,-invariant. 
Since 9& is obtained by dividing U(U) by the ideal generated by ,F, the 
space h of global sections of 2’ maps into r(g,,),. It follows that there is a 
natural homomorphism U(b) + r(S,,). The embedding l-+ 10 5: U(g) + 
T(U(Y)) results in a homomorphism of U(g) into r(gh)). If we use the 
picture of gr, elucidated in Proposition 1.1, then r(g,,) is represented as the 
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algebra of holomorphic differential operators on G/N,,, which commute 
with the right action of H,,. The above natural image of U(b) in r(gr,) 
appears as the algebra of differential operators generated by the 
infinitesimal generators of the right H,-action. Clearly this algebra lies in 
the center of r@). In particular, its elements commute with the elements 
of the natural image of U(g) in r($@$), from which we conclude that there 
is a natural algebra homomorphism U(b)@ U(g) + r(gb). Each element z 
of the center Z(g) of U(g) agrees mod the right ideal generated by n, with 
a unique element rx(z) of U(lj,). The collection (y,(z) lx, x determines an 
element y(z) E U(b). In this way we obtain the (unnormalized) Harish- 
Chandra homomorphism y: Z(g) + U(b) (cf. [16, Part III; 13, Chap. 7, 
Sect. 43) which allows us to regard U(b) as a Z(g)-module. It is immediate 
from its construction that the homomorphism U(b)@ U(g) + f($Bb) 
induces a homomorphism U(b) Ozcg) U(g) + r(Qb). 
The following proposition is well known. The proof given in [26] is 
particularly simple. 
1.2. PROPOSITION. The sheaf S$ is acyclic and the natural algebra 
homomorphism U(lj)Bz,,, U(g) + r(g6) is an isomorphism. 
One of the main ideas of the proof of Proposition 1.2 given in [26] 
involves a special resolution of gi,, which will be of fundamental impor- 
tance to us. First, we need a brief discussion of the Koszul Complex, 
K(n, M), for a Lie algebra n and an n-module M. This is the complex 
o-+ (/j”n)QM+ ..’ +(/\*n)@M-rn@M+M+O, 
where A” n is the p-fold exterior product of n and n is the dimension of n. 
The homology of this complex is the Lie algebra homology of n with coef- 
ficients in M and is sometimes called the n-homology of M; it is also 
To?(“)(C=,, M), where C, is the trivial one-dimensional n-module. For 
information on this complex and its role in homology see [9, Chap. XIII, 
Sect. 7; 21, also 111. The degree zero map n @ A4 + M is just the module 
action map q @m + urn and so H,(K(n, M)) g M/nM. The homology of 
the Koszul complex vanishes except in degree zero if M is projective as a 
U(n)-module. 
Let us return to the flag manifold X for G. Let M be a g-module and 
consider the Koszul complex 1y(n,, M). If we vary x over X, we obtain a 
complex of vector bundles and bundle maps 
o+(/j\n%)QA4+ *.. +(A*m)QM-+%QoMxXxMo, 
which we shall denote K(‘%, M). The corresponding complex of sheaves of 
local sections will be denoted K(JV, M). As we shall see, this complex of 
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sheaves is particularly interesting when M= U(g), with U(g) considered as 
a left g-module. In fact, K(Jlr, U(g)) is a complex of the form 
where ,V Oc U(9) + U(9) is given by multiplication in U(9). By definition, 
$Sh is the cokernel of this map. The complex (1.1) is a complex of sheaves of 
U(S)-bimodules, where in each case the right U(9)-action is given by right 
multiplication on the U(3) factor, while the left action on (A” X)0, U(B) 
is determined by letting g act through the tensor product of the left actions 
of g on U(Y) and A” JV. Note that each (A” A’)Or U(3) is locally free 
as a right U(9)-module, since A” ..ql/ is a locally free O-module. 
1.3. PROPOSITION. The Koszul complex K(N, U(g)) provides a locally 
free right U(9)-module resolution of gbh, which is local!,~ split as a complex 
of sheaves of topological vector spaces. 
ProoJ By the Poincare-Birkoff-Witt Theorem U(g) is a free left U(n,)- 
module and, hence, H,(K(n.,, U(g))) vanishes, except in degree zero where 
it is U(g)/n,U(g). It is not immediately clear that this implies that the com- 
plex of sheaves of local sections, K(J”, U(g)), is also exact except in degree 
zero. Nevertheless, it is true, because the complex K(%, U(g)) of bundles 
and bundle maps is locally trivial. That is, if we choose a point x0 and a 
local section c of the map g + gx,: G + A’, then conjugation by a(x) ’ 
transforms K(‘zR, U(g)) into the trivial bundle with fiber K(n,, U(g)) for x 
near x0. In fact, if we choose a contracting homotopy for the augmented 
complex K(ttXO, U(g)) + U(g)/n,, U(g) -+ 0 as a complex of vector spaces 
and then conjugate it by c(x) for x near x0, we construct a contracting 
homotopy for the corresponding complex of bundles in a neighborhood of 
x. This proves not only the exactness of the associated complex of sheaves 
of local sections but also the fact that it is locally split as a complex of 
sheaves of topological vector spaces. 
Recall that the abstract Cartan subalgebra h of g is the space of sections 
of the trivial G-equivariant sheaf &?/JV on X. The sheaf g of Lie algebras 
acts on 9 = 0 @ g by the ad representation. Consider a maximal increasing 
filtration of 9 by B-invariant G-equivariant O-submodules. Then -I/’ acts 
on the associated graded module Gr $9 trivially, and, as a result, Gr Y 
becomes a semisimple h-module. The nonzero weights A c f)* of the action 
of h on Gr 9 form a root system, which we call the abstract root system of 
(g, h). The weights of Gr JV c Gr Q cut out a system of positive roots A + 
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inside A. We denote by W the Weyl group of A, i.e., the group generated 
by reflections s(a), for a E A. We want to relate these abstract data to the 
“usual” ones. For each x E X consider the natural isomorphism lj - h, = 
b&t, which assigns to each section in h its value at x. The inverse of the 
dual of this map is an isomorphism ;1+ 1,: h* + I),*. We refer to both of 
these isomorphisms as specialization at x. Specialization at x identities A, 
A + with subsets A,, A,+ of h:. If we choose a Cartan subalgebra c in b,, 
and naturally identify c with h,, A,, A,+ become, respectively, the set of 
roots of c in g and in n,. 
‘Now for each 1 in h* denote by CA the corresponding one-dimensional 
U(h)-module. Let p be one-half of the sum of the positive roots. Set 
Let #>. denote the character of Z(g) obtained by first applying the Harish- 
Chandra homomorphism y: Z(g) + U(h) and then evaluation at A + p. As 
is well known, til = $,,,A for w  in the Weyl group, and each character of 
Z(g) is obtained in this way [ 16, Part III; 13, Chap. 71. This symmetry 
explains the, unnatural at first, shift by p appearing in the above. On the 
other hand, there are situations where this shift is notationally bothersome. 
For this reason we will have occasion to use the notation 
%I = % @cm) @ c1’ (1.2) 
Let II be the kernel of da. The following proposition can be deduced from 
Proposition 1.2 (cf. [3, Sect. 3; 261): 
1.4. PROPOSITION. The sheaf 9* is acyclic and locally isomorphic to the 
sheaf of germs of holomorphic differential operators on X. Its algebra of 
global sections is isomorphic to U(g)/Z, U(g). 
The algebras r(?Q and Z(@) occur so often in what follows that it is 
worthwhile giving them special names. 
1.5. Notation. The algebra r(gb,) 2 U(g)Ozc8, U(b) will be called the 
extended enveloping algebra for g and denoted U6(g) or simply U,. The 
algebra r(9J g U, @I uchj CA + p z U(g)/U(g)Z, will be denoted U,(g) or 
simply Un. 
Note that, as algebras and as U(g)-modules, the U,‘s for Iz belonging to 
the same Weyl group orbit are naturally isomorphic and might, therefore, 
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be given the same name, as they are in [l] where the symbol UO is used 
for this purpose; however, the U;s are also Ui,-modules and, as such, are 
not isomorphic, due to the fact that the center U(h) of U, acts by 1+ p 
on lJI. 
For notational simplicity, we will sometimes let U, or ~9~. stand for U, 
or 9&th; that is, ,J may take the value h as well as any value in h*. 
2. HOMOLOGY AND LOCALIZATION 
We shall be using homological algebra in the context of topological 
modules over a topological algebra. A suitable theory is worked out in 
[37, 221. The theory closely follows that for ordinary modules over 
ordinary algebras, with the modifications that are forced by the inherent 
topological difficulties. The main differences are: (1) a completed topologi- 
cal tensor product is used in the definitions of algebras, modules, and 
tensor and torsion products; (2) the fact that short exact sequences of 
topological vector spaces do not split mandates the use of a form of relative 
homological algebra. Below we give a brief discussion of these matters. For 
background on topological vector spaces and topological tensor products 
we refer the reader to [3 11. 
The completed projective topological tensor product of two topological 
vector spaces E and F will be denoted E 6 F. A topological algebra is an 
algebra B (over C) with a complete locally convex topological vector space 
structure and an associative bicontinuous multiplication-that is, one that 
induces a continuous linear map B 6 B -+ B. Similarly, if B is a topological 
algebra, then a (left) topological B-module is a complete locally convex 
topological vector space E with an associative bicontinuous action of 
B-that is, one that induces a continuous linear map B 6 E + E. If E is a 
right B-module and F is a left B-module, then the tensor product relative 
to B, E @,, F, is the cokernel of the map 
e@b@f+eb@f-e@bf:EGB&F+E@F. 
The resulting space is a topological vector space under the quotient topol- 
ogy, but it need not be Hausdorff, since the above map need not have 
closed range. 
A free (left) topological B-module is, by definition, one of the form 
B @ F, where B acts through its action on the left factor in the obvious 
way. A projective topological B-module is a topological B-module which is 
projective relative to the class of surjections which split as morphisms of 
topological vector spaces. A topological B-module is projective in this sense 
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if and only if it is a topological direct summand of a free topological 
B-module. Each topological B-module F has a resolution 
. . . -+P” + ... -tP,-+P,+F+O 
by projective topological modules which is C-split- that is, split as a 
sequence of topological vector spaces and continuous maps. If E is a right 
B-module and we apply the functor E @,, ( ) to the complex {P*}, we 
obtain a complex {E &,, P, > with E @,, F as its zero degree homology; we 
define Torf(E, F) to be its homology in degree p. Any two resolutions as 
above are homotopy equivalent and so the complex {E @,, P*} yields a 
well-defined element of the homotopy category of complexes of topological 
vector spaces; thus, Torf(E, F) is well defined. Of course, as with ordinary 
Tor, we get the same functor if we use a projective resolution of the right 
module E and then tensor with F. 
Topological tensor product does not behave well in all circumstances. 
We want to restrict to algebras and modules which, as topological vector 
spaces, belong to a category which includes the spaces we wish to study, 
behaves well under topological tensor product, and has good hereditary 
properties. A suitable choice is the category of duals of nuclear Frechet 
spaces (DNF spaces). This category includes all the examples we shall study 
and is closed under passing to closed subspaces and separated quotients as 
well as taking projective tensor products and countable inductive limits 
(provided the limit is Hausdorff). Within this category, the completed pro- 
jective tensor product is an exact functor in each argument. Furthermore, 
if E is the inductive limit of a sequence of DNF subspaces { Ei} and F is 
a DNF space, then E @ F is the inductive limit of the sequence of space 
Ei 6 F. For a more complete discussion of this category see Appendix A. 
A topological B-module which is DNF as a topological vector space will 
be called a DNF B-module. 
Here, we shall be interested in several different algebras B, each of which 
is of countable dimension. These are not ordinarily thought of as topologi- 
cal algebras-for us, the interesting topology is in the modules, not the 
algebras. However, the foregoing theory fits this situation if we give each 
such algebra B the strongest locally convex topology-that is, the inductive 
limit topology obtained by regarding B as the inductive limit of its finite 
dimensional subspaces. With this topology, B is DNF and the projective 
tensor product B 6 E is the inductive limit of spaces of the form F @I E= 
F@ E for F a finite dimensional subspace of B; i.e., in this case, the 
algebraic tensor product B@ E is already complete in the projective topol- 
ogy and thus coincides with B 0 E. We shall be interested specifically in 
cases where B is one of the algebras U(g), U,, or UA discussed in Section 1. 
Let E and F be DNF Uh-modules; then they are also DNF U(g)- 
modules and we may consider Tor, u’g’(E, F). As the center of U,, U(l)) acts 
607/79:2-2 
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as an algebra of endomorphisms on both E and F. As a result, there are 
two natural U(h)-module structures on TorF’“‘(E, F)-one induced from E 
and one from F. 
We say that a Ui,-module has infinitesimal character p E h* if the center 
U(h) of U, acts on it according to the character p + p. 
2.1. PROPOSITION. Let E be a right DNF Uh-module and let F be a left 
DNF Ub-module and suppose one of them has regular infinitesimal character. 
Then, Tor,Uh(E, F) is naturally isomorphic to the direct summand of 
Tor!$“‘(E, F) consisting of the space on tilhich the natural U(b)-module 
actions determined by E and F agree. 
Proof Let us assume for example that F has infinitesimal character A. 
In particular the center Z(g) of U(g) acts on F according to the character 
#A. Consequently, for each U(g)-module Ewe have E 6oCgj Fz E’ 6o(,, F, 
where E’ is the cokernel of the map E@ Z( g) + E defined by (u, 2) 4 
(2 - ~;.(z))o. Note that E’ has infinitesimal character 4;. when regarded as 
a right U(g)-module. Suppose now that E is a U,-module. Then the action 
of U(lj) on E’ factors through U(h)/y(Ker $J. We recall that 
U(h)/y(Ker dl) is a finite dimensional U(h)-module, which, in the case of 
regular JV, is semisimple, with weights w;l + p, for MJ in the Weyl group. It 
follows that E’, regarded as a right U(h)-module, splits as a direct sum of 
modules Ek., with infinitesimal character ~11. Therefore Tor,Uh(E, F) z 
E> @ u(i,, F, which is the subspace of E 6 c;,n) Fz Tor,C’g(E, F) on which the 
two actions of U(b) agree. To prove the general statement, we use the same 
argument but with E replaced by a U,-free @-split resolution, which, by the 
Poincart-Birkhoff-Witt Theorem is also a U(g)-free C-split resolution. 
We shall be interested in these matters primarily in the context of 
localization. Our notion of localization differs from that of [ 1 ] in that we 
deal with topological modules and use the projective tensor product. The 
localization functor will be the functor d from DNF U,-modules to 
sheaves defined by d(M) = ~j. 6 uj M (recall that 1” Tan have the value h as 
well as any value in h*). To make sense of this, we need to topologize 9A 
and define the target category of sheaves. 
The topology on F(U, 9).) is defined as follows: r( U, gj.) is filtered by 
differential operator degree; for U an alTine open set, the module of 
operators of a given degree is a finite dimensional free r( U, @)-module and, 
thus, inherits a natural topology from r( U, 0). The topology on r( U, gA) 
is the inductive limit topology determined by this system of subspaces. If U 
is not affine, the topology is defined to be the weakest topolog; for which 
all restriction maps r( U, gA) -+ F( V, &), for V an affine open subset of U, 
are continuous. 
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The standard topology on f( U, Co) is nuclear and Frechet, but is cer- 
tainly not DNF. However, let K be a compact set in X and topologize 
r(K, 0) by representing it as the inductive limit of the system 
(f(U, 0): U=, K>. Th en r(K, 0) is DNF (cf. [ 141). In particular, the 
stalks of 0 are DNF spaces with this topology. From the hereditary 
properties of DNF spaces it follows that T(K, &a,) is also a DNF space for 
each compact set K. 
We define gA c$$~, M to be the sheaf determined by the presheaf V + 
ZJ V, 9J @ vA M, where V ranges over the compact subsets of A’ (see the 
discussion preceding Proposition 3.3). 
2.2. PROPOSITION. For each x, the stalk (gL @I>,, M), is naturally 
isomorphic to &, @ vL M, where gLn., is the stalk of GSA at x. 
Proof: For each compact V containing x in its interior, we have the 
exact sequence 
Since A4 and UA are DNF, ( .) 6 M and ( .) 9 A4 6 Un as functors on 
DNF spaces commute with countable inductive limits. Furthermore, the 
inductive limit functor is right exact. Thus, the proposition follows on pas- 
sing to the inductive limit over compact sets V with interiors containing x 
in the above sequence. 
The stalk at x of the sheaf & 6 uI A4 inherits a 9$,,-module structure 
and a locally convex vector space topology, by virtue of its description as 
gA,, @(ii M. However, in general this topology is not Hausdorff. Thus, 
(9~ @ vL M), may not qualify as a topological 9A,,-module. The situation 
is much better when M is projective, as we shall see in Section 5. 
2.3. DEFINITION. We will denote the category of DNF U,-modules and 
continuous homomorphisms by %R( U,). 
We denote by 9Jl”(9J the category whose objects are sheaves of 
QA-modules with locally convex topologies on each stalk, and whose 
morphisms are morphisms of sheaves of modules which are continuous in 
these locally convex topologies. 
We define the localization functor A: W(U,) + !Ul”(&) by d(M) = 
9% &J”$. 
Proposition 2.1 allows us to compute A and its higher derived functors 
by using the Koszul resolution K(N, U(g)) for gbh, i.e., the complex (1.1). 
Recall that this gives a free right U(g)-module resolution of 9r,, which is 
locally @-split, by Proposition 1.3. Thus, Tor,U(g)(9r,,, M) is the pth homol- 
ogy of the complex K(Jlr, U(g)) 6 “Cgj M. 
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Asaright U(g)-module,K,(JI/“, U(g))z (A” JV) hC 0% E (A” ,V) 6 U(g). 
On wplyw ( a I,0 ucgj M for a topological U,-module M, we obtain the 
sheaf (A” JV) 0 M. Thus, the same functor applied to the complex 
K(X, U(g)) yields the Koszul complex K(Jlr, M). In view of Proposi- 
tion 2.1, we have established: 
2.4. PROPOSITION. If A, denotes the p th derivedfinctor of A and if M is 
a DNF Uh-module with regular infinitesimal character 1, then there is a 
natural isomorphism between A,(M) = Tor,Uh(Qi,, M) and the subspace of 
H,,(K(./lr, M)) on which the U(b)-action inducedfrom 9b is that given by the 
infinitesimal character 2. 
If a U,,-module M has infinitesimal character I, then it may also be 
regarded as a U,-module. Thus, it appears that we may have two different 
definitions of A(M) in this case: 9~ 6 u,, M and 9 6 r,b M. Also it appears 
that A,(M) could be TorF($&, M) or TorF(%$, M). However, as we see 
in the next proposition, there is no ambiguity. 
2.5. PROPOSITION. If M has regular infinitesimal character A, then there 
is a natural isomorphism Tor,U(JBj., M) z TorF(gb, M) for all p. 
Proof: We have 9$, @“, Mr C, @“v(h, gi, &U(g) 1Mz.9~ guCn, h4z 
9>. @,u, M and so Tor,U”(gj.,,.) is naturally isomorphic to Tory(gr,,.) for 
p = 0 as functors on the category of topological U,-modules with mfinitesimal 
character 1. Note that TorF(&,, . ) vanishes on free Uj. -modules for p > 0. 
We shall show that Tor2(gb, .) also vanishes on free Ui -modules for p > 0. 
The proposition then follows from a standard induction argument using 
the long exact sequences for Tor,U”(@, -) and TorpU”(9b,-) applied to the 
C-split short exact sequence 
where U, &J M + M is the multiplication map and K is its kernel. 
It remains, then, to show that Tor?(QJ,,.) kills free U,-modules. 
If Un 6 E is such a module, then Proposition 2.4 tells us 
that TorF(9J, Ui @ E) is a subspace of the homology module 
H,(K(M, U1 0 E)) z H,,(K(Jlr, U,) 6 E). Since (.) @ E is an exact 
functor on DNF spaces, this last module is isomorphic to 
H,(K(M, U,)) 6 E. Thus, it suffices to show that H,(K(./lr, U,)) vanishes 
for p > 0. However, this follows from the (well-known) fact that U1 is free 
as a U(n,)-module for each x (cf. [25]) and the fact that, as in the proof 
of Proposition 1.3, the complex of bundles K(!JI, U,) is locally trivial. 
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3. SHEAVES OF MODULES 
The result we are aiming for involves an equivalence between a derived 
category for the category !IR(U,) of DNF U,-modules and a derived 
category for a certain category !UJ(&) of sheaves of 92-modules. In this 
section we describe this category of sheaves and some of its properties. 
Although most of the results hold in a more general context, we choose to 
present them in this form to avoid unnecessary notational complications. 
The generalizations are straightforward. 
3.1. DEFINITION. A DNF sheaf of @-modules will be a sheaf 4? of 
&-modules with the following additional structure: for each compact set 
K, r(K, JZ) has the structure of a DNF topological IJK, 9J-module in 
such a way that, for each nested pair of compact sets KC L, the restriction 
map r(L, &!) + T(K, .4!) is continuous. We shall denote by %M(9J the 
category whose objects are DNF sheaves of %$-modules and whose 
morphisms are those homomorphisms of &-modules which induce con- 
tinuous homomorphisms between the modules of sections over compact 
sets. 
Points are compact sets; so if JG? is a DNF sheaf of 91-modules, then J#~ 
is a DNF 2$,-module for each x E X. It turns out that, for DNF sheaves 
of modules, the topological vector space structure on the stalks determines 
that on the sections over any compact set. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. If 4 and .M are DNF sheaves of &-modules and 
4: M + JV is a sheaf homomorphism, then q5 is a morphism in the category 
!W(gL), provided the map 4x; A?~ + ,Ir, is a continuous 5SA,,-module 
homomorphism for each x E X. If 4, is a continuous isomorphism for each x, 
then 4 is an isomorphism in the category 9R(9,). 
Proof: Let K be a compact subset of X. Since both T(K, JG!) and 
QK, &‘“) are DNF spaces, the closed graph theorem applies (cf. 
Appendix A, A.7). If (f, g) E r(K, .H) x f(K, ~4’“) is a point in the closure of 
the graph of 4: r(K, 4) + r(K, JV), then (f(x), g(x)) belongs to the 
graph of dx: JZ~ + Mx, since the restriction maps and 4, are continuous by 
hypothesis. That is, f (x) = 4, g(x) for each x, from which we conclude that 
f= #g or (f, g) belongs to the graph of 4. By the closed graph theorem, 
4: r(K, JY) + T(K, J+‘“) is continuous. Thus, $ is a morphism in !UJ(gJ. 
If each 4, is a continuous isomorphism, then it is also a topological 
isomorphism by the open mapping theorem (cf. Appendix A, A.6) and so 
the result of the first paragraph applies to the inverse of 4 as well. 
In constructing a sheaf from a presheaf we need not use all open sets. 
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Actually, we do not even need to use open sets. For example, let 9 be a 
collection of closures of a certain fixed basis for the topology on X. By 
a presheaf of topological vector spaces based on % we shall mean a 
correspondence S which assigns to each U E “2 a topological vector space 
S(U) and to each nested pair U c V in % a continuous homomorphism 
rv, L,: S(U) + S( Y). The sheaf 9’ generated by a presheaf in this sense is 
defined in the usual way. Each stalk 9, = lim (S( U): U E 9 and x E interior 
of U} is a topological vector space under the inductive limit topology. This 
topology may fail to be Hausdorff. 
3.3. PROPOSITION. Let S be a presheaf of topological vector spaces based 
on $2 as above. If S(U) is a (not necessarily separated) quotient of a DNF 
space for each U E@ and tf each stalk of Y is Hausdorff in the inductive 
limit topology, then the sheaf Y generated by S has a unique structure of a 
DNF sheaf, compatible with the topological structure on the stalks. 
Proof: Assume first that S(U) is DNF for each UE%. We must 
describe a DNF structure on T(K, Y) for each compact subset K of X. By 
a cover of K we mean a collection of sets in %! such that K is contained in 
the union of their interiors. Clearly every cover of K has a finite subcover. 
For a finite cover 5 = {U,, . . . . U”} of K we define a DNF space 
ST = 
i 
Isi) E 0 s(u,): ru, n uk,u,(s,) 
I 
=ru,,u,,U,(s,)forj, k= 1, . . . . n 
> 
. 
Given two finite subsets F and 9 of K, with 9 a refinement of F, the 
restriction maps clearly define a continuous homomorphism from S, to 
S,. The finite subsets of % which cover K form a directed set and the 
collection {S,} is a directed system indexed over this set. It is evident that 
r(K, 9’) is the limit of this system. We use this description to define 
a topology on T(K, 9’). The direct limit topology on r(K, 9) is 
Hausdorff-this follows from the conditions on stalks-and hence DNF 
since the system (S,} has a countable cofinal subsystem. Given a nested 
pair of compact sets Kx L, the restriction map r(K, 9) + T(L, 9’) is 
clearly continuous under the resulting topologies on r(K, Y) and T(L, 9). 
Thus, 9’ is a DNF sheaf. The uniqueness of the DNF structure follows 
immediately from Proposition 3.2. 
Now, let us drop the assumption that S(U) is DNF. Let S’(U) be the 
quotient of S(U) modulo the closure of (0). Then S’ forms a presheaf of 
DNF spaces. Since, by assumption, the stalks of Y are Hausdorff, the 
homomorphism S(U) + y, factors through S(U) + S’(U) for each x E X. It 
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follows that the natural homomorphism of presheaves S + S’ induces an 
isomorphism on the associated sheaves, and we define the topology on Y 
using S’, in the manner described above. 
3.4. COROLLARY. Zf M is a DNF U,-module, then A,(M) is a DNF sheaf 
of &-modules whenever it has Hausdorff stalks. 
Proof: By definition, A,(M) is the pth homology sheaf of the complex 
9 of ‘free &-modules, obtained by taking a complete tensor product of gA 
with a free resolution of M. Let f#! be as above. Then A,(M) is the sheaf 
associated to the presheaf S of quotients of DNF spaces, which assigns to 
each U E % the pth homology group of the complex f( U, 9). The corollary 
now follows from Proposition 3.3. 
It is also evident that the topological structure of A,(M) is independent 
of the free resolution of M. We get the same structure of a DNF sheaf of 
gA-modules on A,(M), if we compute it from the Koszul resolution, as 
described in Propositions 2.4 and 2.5. 
In Section 5, when we establish our result on equivalence of derived 
categories, we shall need to know that sheaves in !IJI(~J have resolutions 
by sheaves which are acyclic in a very strong sense, and still belong to 
!JJl(gA). The following construction, which is just a disguised version of 
Tech theory, gives us the resolutions we need. 
Let rc: Y + X be a surjection from a compact, totally disconnected, 
metric space Y onto X. If A! is a sheaf on X, then its pullback to Y, n-‘A!, 
is a sheaf of modules on Y with the property that its stalk at ye Y is 
canonically isomorphic to the stalk of A at a(y). If &Z is a DNF sheaf of 
@,-modules, we topologize r(K, xl-‘&) for K compact in Y as follows: 
For a given finite cover C= {Ki} of K by compact subsets, let 
r,(K, n -‘A’) be the space of sections f with the property that, for each i, 
flK, has the form gi 0 rt for some section gi E r(n(Ki), &). Then 
T,-(K, K- ‘A%‘) is naturally a closed submodule of @ i T(z(Kj), A) and, 
hence, a DNF module. It is straightforward to show that Z’(K, TI ~ ‘.M) is 
the direct limit of a countable family of such submodules. The resulting 
direct limit DNF topology on r(K, z--‘&) is the unique one for which 
each restriction map r(K, n-l&‘) + (n-IA?), = A!+,) is continuous for 
each y. 
Because Y is compact and totally disconnected, each open cover of Y has 
a refinement which is a finite decomposition into disjoint compact-open 
sets. Given such a decomposition {Vi}, the corresponding set of restriction 
maps (ri) provides a partition of unity for K-I.,& consisting of continuous 
~-i&-module homomorphisms. Evidently, the direct image n,n-‘A, 
which we will denote from now on by %:“(A) is again DNF, and is fine. 
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Actually, it is also g2--fine; i.e., subordinate to each open cover of X there 
is a partition of unity consisting of morphisms in ‘!JJI(SA). 
If YP+ ’ denotes the fiber product over X of Y with itself p + 1 times, then 
we may repeat the above construction for the surjection 7c,,: Ypfl -+ X. The 
direct image of the pullback of J?’ relative to this map we denote by 
VP(,&‘). As before, this is a QA-line sheaf of DNF modules if 4’ is a DNF 
sheaf of &-modules. We set 
to obtain p + 1 projections of Yp+’ onto Yp. Each of these projections 
induces a natural transformation of functors n,,rc;’ + rcP.(rcP,,).+ (rr~,f )rtp’ 
2 ($+I)* (%+P and, therefore, also a map gpP1(&) -+ VP(~). The 
alternating sum of these defines a differential dp- ‘: Wp- ‘(A) + Up(.X) for 
each p. This, together with the natural embedding d-l: ~2’ + go(~), yields 
a complex 
o+%/$l+$!?“(Aq+~‘(L~)+ .‘.. (3.1) 
We shall call the complex {%‘*(.&‘)} the tech complex of&Z and denote it 
by %?(.&;I). We have: 
3.5. PROPOSITION. For each DNF sheaf of .9>.-modules A, the tech com- 
plex provides a resolution of A? by gj~;.-Jine sheaves of DNF 9i-modules. 
Proof: All that remains is to show that (3.1) is exact. We do this by 
showing that, for a given x in X, the complex of stalks at x of (3.1) has a 
contracting homotopy y. If we regard elements f EVP(&Z), as locally 
constant =Lr-valued functions on n;‘(x)= n-‘(x) x ... x C’(X) (p + 1 
times)-we may do it, since rep is a proper map-then the proof of this is 
quite standard: We fix ~‘EVl(x) and, for f EW~(JZ).~, set 
?pf(Yo, . ..T ypA=f(y’, Yo, . ..Y Y,-1) 
ifp>O. Then r,f EVpP’(M)r. We also set Yof =f(y’)E,k”. Then 
(Y p+1d~+d~--~~)f(?1o,..., y,) 
=fo)D, ...T yp)- i (6l)‘f(y’, yO9 ...9 Yj-19 yj+l? ...9 Yp) 
j=O 
+ i (-l)‘f(Y’, yo ,...3 Y-1,Yi+, ,..., Y,) 
j=O 
=f(Yo, ...v Yp). 
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Thus, y is a contracting homotopy for (3.1) over the point x and, since we 
can do this at each x, (3.1) is an exact sequence of sheaves. 
An important operation on the category of DNF sheaves is that of 
tensoring with a DNF space. Thus, if Y is DNF we define 9’ & E to be 
the sheaf associated to the presheaf r( U, Y) 6 E based on the family %! of 
compact neighborhoods in X The exactness properties of 8 imply the 
following: 
3.6. LEMMA (Compare [30, Proposition S(ii)]). Let Y be a DNF sheaf 
and E a DNF space. Then, for each compact set K in X, IJK, Y &I E) z 
i-(K, 9’) 6 E. 
4. A VANISHING THEOREM 
In the next section we shall prove our general equivalence of categories 
result. The key step in that proof is the following vanishing theorem for the 
localization functor: 
4.1. THEOREM. For x E X and 1 a regular element of b*, let M be a DNF 
module over the stalk Z&, of 9A at x. Then A,(M) = 0 ifp > 0 and A(M) is 
the sheaf supported at x with stalk M. 
The proof involves a series of lemmas. 
4.2. LEMMA. Zf Theorem 4.1 is true for the case M = z&,, then it is true 
in general. 
Proof: The theorem is true for all free modules if it is true when 
M= %,X7 since a free DNF QA,,-module has the form &, 6 E for a DNF 
space E, and (.) @ E is an exact functor on DNF spaces. 
Let i”: {x} + X be the inclusion and regard 5&-modules as sheaves 
over the singleton point {x}. Then i”,M is a DNF &-module supported 
on (x} with stalk M at x. Let A” be the restriction of A to the category 
of 9,,,-modules. The composition 
A”(M)=~~,~~M-r~~,“,i”,M~~~,~*i”,M=i”,M, 
defines a natural transformation of functors A” + i;. The content of the 
theorem is that this transformation is an isomorphism and, when restricted 
to the category of SJ, -modules, the higher derived functors of A vanish. 
We may assume the theorem is true for free 9,+-modules. Let 
. . . +F,+F,,-+M+O 
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be a @-split resolution of M by free 9i,,-modules. If we apply the transfor- 
mation to this sequence we have a commutative diagram 
. ..- A”(F,)- A”(F,) - A”(M) - 0 
I I I (4.1) 
. ..- i-i(F,)- i-G(F,) - i-i(M) - 0 
and, by hypothesis, all the vertical morphisms are isomorphisms except 
possibly the last one. However, i-i is exact and A” is right exact, from 
which it follows that the last vertical map is also an isomorphism. 
We now have that the functors A” and i-i are isomorphic. Since ii is 
exact, so is A”. Therefore the top horizontal sequence in (4.1) is exact. 
Since, by assumption, each Fk is A-acyclic, we conclude that the functors 
A, vanish for all &,-modules M when p > 0. 
By Propositions 2.4 and 2.5, we compute A,(&) by passing to the 
appropriate summand of the pth homology of the Koszul complex of 
sheaves K( -Y-, Q).,,). 
4.3. LEMMA. For each y E X, the stalk K(J+/‘, 9;, .)v of the Koszul 
complex is isomorphic, as a complex of topological Oy-modules, to 
(TV @ K(n,., %,). 
Proof: We shall use the adjoint of the G-action on X to locally trivialize 
the Koszul complex. Let p: G + X be the projection g + gy and, over a 
neighborhood U of y, let y: U + G be a section of p with y(y) = e. Then for 
y’ E U, Ad(y(y’)) maps n,. to n,... This induces an isomorphism of 
01 r,-modules y: 01 U & nV + J+“I U. If f: U--f nY is an element of 81 U @ n,,, 
and we regard JV as the sheaf of sections of the vector bundle %, then y 
is given by the formula 
Y(f)(y')=Ad(y(y'))f(y'). (4.2) 
However, Ad(Y(y’)) does not leave gA,.. invariant, but transforms it to 
%.,YC.C,.X. This appears to be a problem, but is not, as we see below. 
The point is that L!&, 6 QJ~.,, is the stalk at (x, y) of the sheaf TC:~~ 
(Xl, z z : Xx X+ X denote the projections on the first and second factor, 
respectively), and 9>. is G-homogeneous. Let us examine this more carefully. 
The group G acts on the sheaf of algebras U(Y) = 0 @ U(g) by the for- 
mula f @ v + r(g) f 0 Ad( g)u for g E G, where z is induced by the action of 
G on X. This also induces an action on gA, which is a quotient of U(Y) 
(see Sect. 1). Therefore the “shear transformation” s: (x’, y’) -+ (y(y’)x’, y’) 
acts as a transformation S on rr:gi, restricted to rc; ‘(U). It is important 
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to understand the explicit formula for this action. Every element q in 
’ represented 
E(xry’) 0 
by Ck fk 8 vk E Oxx x 0 U(g). Set a,,., Y’j = 
ak E U(g). Then Srj is represented by 6’ E OX, X @ U(g) 
defined by 
%,x*, V’) = Ad(i4.f)) 4x,.,,,. (4.3) 
Since s has (x, y) as a fixed point, S acts on the stalk 0, 6 9$,. The maps 
y and S induce an C&-module isomorphism 
Formulas (4.2) and (4.3) imply that, for f E C!$ 6 nY and q E fJY @ aa,,, 
y(f) S(q)= (y 6 S)(fq). It follows that (y 6 S) induces an isomorphism 
between the Koszul complexes c!$ @ K(n,, $&,) and K(Jlr, 9~,x)Y. 
In order to analyze K(n,, !&,), we represent &+ as U, Qu, .5&, so 
that K(n,, c&.) becomes K(n,, U,) 6 ui CBA,,. As we remarked before, U, is 
free as a U(n,)-module and so the Koszul complex K(n,, U,) is exact 
except in degree zero and its degree zero homology is the right U,-module 
V, = UA/n, U*. Thus, the Koszul complex K(n,, U,) provides a free right 
U,-module resolution of V,,. Applying (. ) 6 ui 9*,, to such a resolution 
yields a complex whose homology is TorF( V,, gin.,). Thus, the homology 
of K(n,, &,) is naturally isomorphic to TorF( V,, gin.,). 
Now, V, is also a left U(h)-module and, in fact, U(b) acts semisimply on 
I’, with weights {WA + p: w  E IV}, where W is the Weyl group. Let V,,. 
denote the summand with weight 1+ p. Since the left action of U(l)) on V, 
commutes with the right action of U,, V,, y is a U,-module direct summand 
of V,. It follows that the action of U(b) on V, induces a similar action on 
Torp(VY, c@~,,) and that the weight space with weight l+p is 
TorF( VA,y, sn,,). Now, we may clearly reverse the roles of right and left 
modules in our previous discussion of localization. With this done, 
V, &)“A ~9~ is the localization A( V,,,) of the right U,-module V,, while 
TorF( VA, y, !&) is the pth derived functor Ap( .) applied to I’,, ,,. Thus, we 
have proved: 
4.4. LEMMA. In the p th homology of K(n,, &,), the weight space with 
weight L + p is naturally isomorphic to Ap( V,, Y)x. 
With this in mind, the proof of Theorem 4.1 will follow easily from the 
following lemma: 
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4.5. LEMMA. The sheaf A( V+) is the sheaf supported at y with stalk 
VA, .” 3 while Ap( V,, Y) = 0 for p > 0. 
ProoJ Note that V,.?. has the strongest locally convex topology and so 
Vj,,.~ GUi sj. is, in this case, the algebraic tensor product Vj,, ~ gU, Qj, while 
TorF( Vi., ?, ~j,) is the algebraic torsion product (cf. Sect. 2). Furthermore, 
~j, 1s isomorphic to (9:‘“)““, where ~9:‘~ is the algebraic analogue of 9A as 
introduced in [ 11, and 9 is the sheaf of regular functions and ( - )‘” is the 
functor defined in [36]. It follows from this and [36, Sect. 6, Corollaire l] 
that Ap( Vi, ,,) g (A;“( V,, J))an, where A, “g is the pth derived functor of the 
algebraic localization Aalg (cf. [2, 251). 
Set 9 = 9;‘gj&.9;‘“, where jY is the ideal sheaf in 99 corresponding to 
the variety {y) and note that 9 is the sheaf supported at y with stalk Vi+, 
at y (compare [3, Sect. 31). As a right g-module 9:‘” is quasicoherent and 
it follows that F is as well. Since it is supported at a point, 9 is an acyclic 
sheaf. At this point we apply the derived functor version of the equivalence 
of categories result of Beilinson and Bernstein: Assume that 2 is regular. If 
RT denotes the right derived functor of the global section functor r, then 
Rf is an equivalence of categories from the derived category of the 
category of quasicoherent right 9;lg -modules to the derived category of the 
category of right T(9z’g)-modules; the inverse functor is the left derived 
functor of Aalg (cf. 2, Sect. 13; 251). Since 9 has vanishing higher cohomol- 
ogy, RT(F) is the natural image in the derived category of the right 
U,-module r(F)), which is isomorphic to V,,.,. It follows that the right 
derived functor of localization sends V,., to the natural image in the 
derived category of the sheaf 9. Hence, A”lg( Vi,-,) is the sheaf supported 
at y with stalk V,, .“, while A;lg( VA, y) = 0 for p > 0. In view of the comments 
in the first paragraph, the same things are true of A( Vi,, J) and Ap( V,, ,,). 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is now essentially complete. Lemma 4.2 
reduces the problem to the case M=Qj.,,. That A(9>,,,) is supported at x 
and that A,(9&,) = 0 for p > 0 both follow directly from Lemmas 4.3, 4.4, 
and 4.5. To complete the proof, we consider the maps 
where 01 is the map 5 + 1 @ < and fi is the isomorphism induced on zero 
homology by the trivialization of the Koszul complex in Lemma 4.3. By 
construction, a is a left U,-module homomorphism and /I is a left 
Ln,-module isomorphism. Recall from Section 1 that GZ$ = @n+p @U,h’ 9b 
and that 9’, may be regarded as the local sections of the holomorphic 
bundle with fiber U(g)/n,U(g) over y. It follows that, as a sheaf of right 
U(g)-modules, 9A is the sheaf of local sections of the holomorphic bundle 
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with fiber equal to I’,,, -the (A + p)-weightspace of U,/n,U, as a right 
U(h)-module. The composition of a and /I is just the local trivialization of 
this bundle near x given by conjugating by the section y from Lemma 4.3. 
Thus, /IOU is a left OX-module isomorphism. We conclude that a is also a 
left &--module isomorphism and, thus, a left &,-module isomorphism 
since it is also UA-invariant, and c?, and UA generate zB~,,. Of course, it is 
obvious from the construction that a is also a right &,-module 
isomorphism. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
4.6. Remark. The analogue of Theorem 4.1 does not hold in the 
algebraic category. The point is that the transformation S of Lemma 4.3 
does not act on gY 0 (9~:“)~. 
5. EQUIVALENCE OF CATEGORIES 
In Section 2 we defined the category !IQ( U,) of DNF U,-modules and 
the localization functor A: W( U,) --t !IR”(9A), where m”(9A) is the category 
whose objects are sheaves of C$,-modules with (not necessarily Hausdorff) 
topological vector space structures on stalks and whose morphisms are 
homomorphisms of gA-modules which are also continuous on stalks. In 
Section 3 we defined the category ‘%R(%$) of DNF sheaves of C&-modules. 
Note that, by Proposition 3.2, ‘9JJ(9A) is a full subcategory of 2X”(9A). Since 
A(U2 @ E) = G& @ E, the free objects as well as the projective objects 
in !lJl(U,) are mapped into !IX($@J by A. Since T(A) has a well-defined 
DNF-module structure for each A! in %R(QJ, we also have a global 
sections functor R 98(9J --f !IJI( U,). 
Our objective in this section is to define derived categories associated to 
!JJJ( U,) and mZ(G&) and to prove that, for I regular, the derived functor of 
A gives an equivalence between these two derived categories with inverse 
functor given by the derived functor of E 
We begin with the homotopy categories K!JJl(U~) and K9R(9,,) of com- 
plexes of DNF UA-modules and $&-modules, respectively, which are 
cohomologically bounded above, i.e., which have cohomology vanishing 
for sufficiently high positive degree. We shah also need to consider the sub- 
categories K“%R( 17,) and K”m(&) of K%X( U,) and K!IR(9J consisting of 
complexes which are actually bounded from above. 
For each integer p we denote by HP(M) the pth cohomology module of 
an object M in K’iDl(U~). We emphasize that HP(M), equipped with the 
natural quotient topology, need not be a Hausdorff space; we regard it as 
an object in the category m”( U,) whose objects are UA-modules which also 
have a (not necessarily Hausdorff) topological vector space structure and 
whose morphisms are continuous module homomorphisms. If HP(M) is 
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Hausdorff, however, then it is also a DNF U,-module and belongs to 
W( U,). We call a morphism f: M + N in K!lJI( U,) a quasi-isomorphism if 
it induces an algebraic isomorphism on all cohomology modules. Denote 
by ZW( U,) the class of all quasi-isomorphisms in KYJI( U,). 
In the usual way, using the triangles determined by mapping cones as 
distinguished triangles (cf. [38; 4, Chap. l]), K%R(UL) is a triangulated 
category and C%R( U,) is a multiplicative system of morphisms compatible 
with the triangulated structure. We call the localization of K!Pl(U,) with 
respect to LYJl( U,) the derived category of ‘nZ(U,) and denote it by 
Dmm(u,). 
According to Corollary A9 in Appendix A, quasi-isomorphisms in 
K+VJl( U,) are sent to isomorphisms in !JJI’( U,) by the cohomology functors 
Hp. Thus, the functors HP: KYJl( U,) -+ ‘Jn’( U,) induce functors D!J.N( U,) + 
9Jl”(Uj,), which we shall also denote by HP. In particular it follows that if 
i” denotes the functor which assigns to each module M in ‘Y.Jl(U,) the class 
in DW( U,) of the complex which has A4 in degree zero and (0) in every 
other degree, then i” embeds 9X( U,) as the full subcategory of 09.X( U,), 
consisting of complexes with Hausdorff cohomology in degree zero and 
vanishing cohomology in nonzero degrees. Also, Ho0 i” is naturally 
isomorphic to the identity. 
Exactly the same analysis holds for the category W(gJ. The homotopy 
category K9Jl(9i,) is a triangulated category and the quasi-isomorphisms 
form a multiplicative system C9JJ(~j,) consistent with the triangulated 
structure. The corresponding localized category we call the derived category 
for YJI(gJ and denote by D’9Jl(9~). The pth cohomology of a complex 
in KLIJI(91) may fail to be a DNF sheaf of modules since the topology 
on its stalks may fail to be Hausdorff. According to Proposition 3.2 the 
cohomology functors HP: K!lJl(GSj.) + 9JI”(LZ?Jj.) map quasi-isomorphisms to 
isomorphisms and so we have induced morphisms HP: DYJl(9~) + !JJl”(9$j. 
We have an inclusion i”: ‘9X(9,) -+ D!lJl(23j,), as above, which embeds 
!JJI(gL) as a full subcategory of DYJl(~J. As before, H”nio is naturally 
isomorphic to the identity. 
It remains to define the derived functors DA and DIY The definition of 
DT is quite simple: The Tech resolution of Section 3 provides a functor 
which assigns to each complex A in K!JJl(9;) a complex %‘(Jz’) which is 
still cohomologically bounded above and so belongs to K%R(9J), is quasi- 
isomorphic to J%‘, and which consists of g].-line DNF sheaves. Then 
r(%(.,R)) is a complex in K!JJl( U,). Clearly, homotopic complexes are sent 
to homotopic complexes and so Tow is truly a functor from K1IJZ(@) to 
KYJl(UJ. To see that it defines a functor from D!JJl(92) to Dm(U,), we 
must show that it maps each quasi-isomorphism 4 in K!JJl(gi) to a quasi- 
isomorphism in KW( U,). By passing to the mapping cone of 4 and using 
the long exact sequence for the homology of the associated distinguished 
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triangle, this problem is reduced to showing that To% takes exact com- 
plexes to exact complexes. However, since r is a cohomologically bounded 
left exact functor (X is a smooth finite dimensional manifold), it preserves 
exactness of complexes of acyclic sheaves. Thus, To% induces a well- 
defined functor from OmZ(9J to DW(U,), which we shall call the derived 
functor Dr. 
The derived functor DA is delined similarly but the fact that in some 
cases d may not be homologically bounded forces us to work initially with 
complexes which are bounded above. The Hochschild resolution (cf. 
[37, 301) provides a functor F which assigns to each A4 in K”!IR( U,) a 
complex F(M) in K”W( U,) which is quasi-isomorphic to M and which 
consists of free DNF U,-modules. Then A 0 F is a functor from K”!III( U,) 
to K”W(9A). Since F preserves exactness and A preserves exactness of com- 
plexes of free objects (this is only true for complexes which are bounded 
above if A is not cohomologically bounded), the composition A 0 F maps 
exact complexes to exact complexes. We now use truncation to extend A 0 F 
to KYJI( U,). That is, for an object A4 in K!IJI( U,), we set 
M’, i<p 




Here d’ is the ith differential map in the complex M (cf. [38; 4, Chap. 11). 
Then z G p is a functor from KIIJI( U,) to K”‘iM( U,) which preserves exact- 
ness. Furthermore, for each A4 in K!IJJ( U,), r G pM is quasi-isomorphic to 
M for sufficiently large p (since M is homologically bounded above). 
Countable direct limits exist in both KW(UI) and K’91(~L); so we may 
define a functor from K’iIR( U,) to K9JI(9A) by M + lim, A o Fo t .,(M). 
This preserves exactness and, by the mapping cone argument used above, 
sends quasi-isomorphisms to quasi-isomorphisms. Hence, it defines a 
functor, which we shall denote DA, from D‘ilX( U,) to D‘iVl(~2~). 
Note that, for I a regular weight, A is a cohomologically bounded 
functor, as follows, for example, from Propositions 2.4 and 2.5. In this case, 
DA could be equivalently defined without using truncation: it is easy to see 
that applying A o F to the inclusion r $ p M + M and passing to the limit 
over p yields a natural isomorphism between the derived functor defined 
using truncation and the one defined without using it. 
To avoid confusion, let us explain our notational convention, relating 
“cohomology” and “homology.” For any complex M, M, = Mep and 
H,(M) = H-P(M). Therefore A,(M) = Hep(DA(io(M))) = DepA(io(M)). 
We recall that, for a complex M the shifted complex M[p] is defined by 
M[plk = Mk+P. Set iP(M) = i’(M)[ -p]. 
We summarize the above discussion as follows: 
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5.1. PROPOSITION. (a) Localizing KY.Jl( U,) and K!JJl(2?~) relative to 
quasi-isomorphisms yields derived categories D’W( U,) and DYJl(C2j.); 
(b) There are well-defined cohomology jiinctors HP: DYJl(U1) + 
‘9X0( U,) and HP: DW(&) + %N”(9J,) and inclusion functors ip: !JJl( U,) -+ 
D’9Jl( U,) and ip: !JJI(GBA) + D9Jl(Q2) which satisfy HP 0 ip E id; 
(c) The functors A and r induce derived functors DA: D‘9Jl(Ui,) -+ 
D!JR(92) and DT: DrXn(QJ + D!Vl(92). 
Our next objective is to prove that, for regular weight 1, DA and DT are 
inverse functors of one another and, hence, define an equivalence between 
the categories D’9Jl( U,) and D!JJl(9J. One half of this is already quite easy. 
5.2. PROPOSITION. The functor DTo DA is naturalI-v isomorphic to the 
identity regardless of the chaise of 2. 
Proof: Tensoring against the identity gives a natural transformation 
id + ro A which is an isomorphism on free modules. In fact if M= U1 8 F 
is a free DNF U,-module, then A(M) is the free module g2 6 F, while the 
higher derived functors A, vanish on M. Furthermore, it follows from 
Proposition 1.4 and Lemma 3.6 that A(M) is acyclic for the functor r and, 
since r has finite cohomological dimension, the natural map M + ro A(M) 
is an isomorphism. 
Now let M be a complex of free modules which is bounded above. There 
is a natural quasi-isomorphism F(M) + M where F(M) is the Hochschild 
resolution of M. Since both complexes involve modules which are free and, 
hence, A-acyclic, this yields a quasi-isomorphism A 0 F-+ A(M). The 
embedding into the tech resolution A 0 F(M) --) V 0 A 0 F(M) is also a 
quasi-isomorphism. The complexes A(M), A 0 F(M), and % 0 A 0 F(M) are 
complexes of sheaves which are acyclic for r and so, on applying r, we 
have natural quasi-isomorphisms 
We conclude that, in the derived category D)IJz(UJ, the natural transfor- 
mation A4 -+ DTO DA(M), is an isomorphism. 
5.3. PROPOSITION. If ,I is regular, then for every gA-fine sheaf 9 in 
!JJl(232)), T(B) is A-acyclic and the natural map A0 r(F) -+ 9 is an 
isomorphism. 
Proof: Let 
. . . --f P, + PO -92.. +o 
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be a resolution of gi,z by free right DNF U,-modules. We know from 
Theorem 4.1 that gA,, @JuA gX + $$ is an isomorphism and Tor,U”(g+, FY) 
= (0) if p > 0 or x # y. This implies that the sequence of sheaves 
. . . +P1 ~“v,~~Pp,~“,~~~~,,~“~~-o 
is exact and that $@A,, @“A 9 is the sheaf supported at {x) with stalk FX. 
Furthermore, each sheaf in this sequence is line, since 9 is &--fine. Thus, 
the sequence remains exact if we pass to global sections. Since each Pi is 
free, we have that Pi G,,, r(9) + T(Pi &,ti, 9) is an isomorphism. Thus, 
we have an exact sequence 
We have therefore proved that, for each x E X, gL,, &)r/l r(9) + pX is an 
isomorphism and Tor,ui(gA )i, r(F)) = (0) for p > 0. This is equivalent to 
the statement of the proposition. 
5.4. THEOREM. If ,l is regular, then DA: D%Jl(U,) + D!lJl(QJ is an 
equivalence of categories with inverse functor DT, 
Proof: In view of Proposition 5.2, we need only show that the natural 
transformation A 0 r+ id, given by the module action, induces an 
isomorphism DA 0 DT-+ id. By the previous proposition, A 0 r(5) + 9 is 
an isomorphism if 9 is a G&-line DNF sheaf of L&-modules. By Proposi- 
tion 3.5, the Tech resolution yields, for any complex in K%R(~J, a natural 
quasi-isomorphism 9 + G?(F) and %‘(F) consists of sheaves which are 
&-tine. Proposition 5.3 now asserts that ro %7(B) consists of A-acyclic 
modules. Thus, the natural quasi-isomorphism FO ro %(9) -+ ro ‘X(F), 
given by the Hochschild resolution, is preserved on applying A. Conse- 
quently, we have natural quasi-isomorphisms 
AoFoTo~(g),AoTo~(8)-t~(~) and F + W(9). 
This proves that, in the derived category D%R(9J, there is a natural 
isomorphism DA 0 DT --) id. 
6. INTERTWINING FUNCTORS 
According to the results in Section 5, if 2 is regular the functors 
DT: D9J2(9A) + D!Ul( U,) and DA: D’!lR( U,) + D‘912(92) are equivalences 
of categories, and inverses of each other. Of course, if w  is a Weyl 
group element, then iZJA and U,l are naturally isomorphic as algebras 
(though not as U(h)-algebras) and so there is a natural equivalence 
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J,,,: D’ilJl( U,) + D’9Jl( U,,+), which leads, through composition, to an equiv- 
alence of categories DA 0 J,. 0 DT: Drm(~j.,) --) D’$Jl(9,,). AS written, this 
functor does not seem to be very interesting. The point is, however, that for 
certain w’s it is equivalent to a much more concrete functor that can be 
used in explicit calculations. We will be interested in the case when w  = s(a) 
for a simple root a. 
Our discussion of the intertwining functor will depend on the study of 
the projection rc: X-+ Y, where Y is the variety of parabolics of type ~1. 
However, much of the machinery we shall develop in this connection will 
also be needed in a more general situation-that in which Y is the variety 
of parabolic subalgebras of g of an arbitrary given conjugacy class. Thus, 
we shall initially work in this setting and later specialize to the case where 
Y is the variety of parabolics of type ~1. 
Given a conjugacy class Y of parabolic subalgebras of g, each Bore1 
subalgebra b of g is contained in a unique parabolic subalgebra p in Y (cf. 
[5]). The space Y is naturally a G-homogeneous complex projective 
variety. The projection rc: X-+ Y which assigns p to b is G-invariant. Fix b 
and p as above. Let B and P be analytic subgroups of G with Lie algebras 
b and p, respectively. With these choices made we can identify X with G/B 
and Y with G/P. Also, rc becomes the natural projection GjB + G/P. The 
fiber of rr over p is P/B which is just the flag variety of the “Levi factor” 
I which is p modulo its nilpotent radical. We remark that I is a reductive 
Lie algebra. As in the case of the flag variety, we will often denote the 
points of Y by lower case roman letters. For y E Y, pJ denotes the corre- 
sponding parabolic subalgebra. 
Since rr is a proper projection, rr,(9J is a DNF sheaf of algebras on Y. 
We need to have an explicit description of the sheaf n*(~j.). Let u, be the 
nilpotent radical of py and 1, = p,,/u,, the “Levi factor” of py. The collection 
{P,.) (rev. fuy>, Irl,)) f  orms a G-homogeneous holomorphic vector 
bundle on Y. We denote by Py (resp. a,,, yi,) its sheaf of local 
holomorphic sections. These sheaves give rise to sheaves of universal 
enveloping algebras U(Py), U(%,), and U(9r). For example, U(P,) is a 
sheaf of local sections of the bundle with fiber U(p,.) over y. Similarly we 
define the sheaf 3,, = Lo, @ g of local sections of the trivial bundle with 
fiber g, and by l.J($r), the sheaf Oy @ U(g). We note that U(F&) has a 
natural structure of a sheaf of algebras: the definition of the product is 
completely analogous to that on U($,) = U(9) given in Section 1. The 
G-homogeneous subsheaf Z(2’,,) of U(Lfy) consisting of sections admitting 
values in Z(I,,) at y, for each y, is free. In fact, the adjoint representation 
of the isotropy group P,, of y on Z(1,) is trivial. We denote the space of 
constant sections of Z(yy) by Z(1). Thus, although we cannot talk about 
an abstract Levi factor, the notion of an abstract center of the universal 
enveloping algebra of the Levi factor still makes sense. 
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Since qy is a sheaf ideals in sy, %,,U(gr) is a two-sided ideal in U(G&). 
Let 9, denote the quotient algebra. There is a natural isomorphisms of Z(1) 
onto the center of 9,. There is also a natural homomorphism Z(1) + U(h) 
defined as follows. Fix y in Y. The “evaluation at y” map identifies Z(I) 
with Z(I,). Similarly, the “restriction to z-‘(y)” map identifies h with the 
abstract Cartan subalgebra of I,. The resulting unnormalized Harish- 
Chandra homomorphism Z(I) + U(h) is independent of the choice of y. 
We are now ready to describe the sheaf 7r,($&,). First we observe that the 
natural homomorphism of U(G+) into nn,(QrJ lifts to 9,. This follows from 
the fact that u, is contained in n, for each x in ~-l(y). We have also a 
natural homomorphism h --t ~~(9~). Together they induce an algebra 
homomorphism 
91 QZ(I, WI) + huh). (6.la) 
Now, let 1 be an element of h*. Then (6.la) induces a sequence of 
morphisms: 
and in particular the composite morphism 
6.1. PROPOSITION. The maps (6.la), (6.lb) are isomorphisms of algebras. 
Moreover, CSb and & are acyclic for n *. 
Part (b) of this proposition is proved in [ 12, Proposition 4.51. 
Proof. We note that all the sheaves of algebras in question are 
filtered by locally free @,-modules of finite rank (the filtration being 
induced by that of U(g)) and the maps in (6.1) preserve this filtration. 
Thus it is enough to prove that the induced maps on geometric 
fibers are isomorphisms. Fix YE Y and write n, p, 1 instead of n,,, py, 
and 1,. The geometric fiber of 9, at y is isomorphic, as a right 
U(g)-module, to @ @3”(,,) U(g), or, equivalently, to U(I)@,,,, U(g). 
Consequently, the geometric fiber of 9,@zc) U(E)) is isomorphic to 
uJ(~)Q,,,, wm3”(,, U(g). Here h is regarded as the abstract Cartan 
subalgebra of I. Similarly, the geometric fiber of 9, gz(,, CA+, at y is 
isomorphic to (U(l) S,,,, Cl + J 0 ucpj U(g). 
Now, let j: n-l( y)-X, i: { y}+ Y be the inclusions, and z’: z-l(y)+ { y} 
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the projection. The “geometric fiber” j *(gb) of gr, along rc ~ ‘( y ) is naturally 
isomorphic to 9,,h OU,,, U(g), where 9,,h is the analogue of 9$, with I 
playing the-role of g. Similarly, j*(~j,)r(~,,, OU(,,, Ci+p)OU(p, U(g)= 
(9,,cA+p,)Ou~p, U(g), where 9,.cj.+p1 is the analwe of grpcl (cf. (1.2)) 
with I playing the role of g. Since 7c is a proper projection, and 9,, and ~j. 




where Dknr, is the kth derived functor of z*. It follows from Proposi- 
tion 1.2 and Proposition 1.4 applied to the case g = I that both 9b and gj. 
are rc.+-acyclic. With the above identifications, the maps induced by (6.1) 
on the geometric fiber at y, 
are obtained from the natural inclusion maps 
by tensoring with U(g). Appealing again to Propositions 1.2 and 1.4 we 
conclude that those maps are isomorphisms. This completes the proof of 
the proposition. 
The identification of the abstract Catan subalgebra of I?. with the abstract 
Cartan subalgebra h of g identifies the root system of I,, with a subset of 
the root system of g. This subset is independent of y and we denote it by 
d(I). The set A +(I) of positive roots in A(I) is also defined independent of 
y and is identified with a subset of the set A+ of positive roots in A. The 
Weyl group IV(l) of I,, may be identified with the subgroup of the Weyl 
group W of g which leaves invariant the set of roots corresponding to u,. 
As a group of transformations of h, it is also independent of y. 
6.2. COROLLARY (cf. [12, Lemma 4.41). rf WE W(I), then x*(9&) and 
TC*(~,.~) are naturally isomorphic as sheaves of algebras. 
Proof. In fact, as U(h)-modules, U(lj)Ozcr, @I+p = U(t))Oz,,, ~~j,+p, 
which implies that n,(9i Oz(,, C,,,) g rc*(Bi Ozrr, C,,,,,). 
We denote the sheaf of algebras n.+(gi) by d>(Y). For each variety of 
parabolics Y, this is a sheaf of algebras on Y. The extreme cases are when 
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Y = X and when Y = {pt.} (where pt. = G/G). We have d’(X) = gA, while 
d2(pt.) = U,(g). For each G-covariant morphism rc: Y, + Y, between such 
varieties there is a natural isomorphism rr* &A( Y,) + d2( Y,). 
For a given variety of parabolics Y, let !JJI(zZ~( Y)) denote the category 
of DNF d2( Y)-modules. We construct its derived category EIlI(&2( Y)) in 
precisely the same manner as we constructed IEJJl(9J. Let z X+ Y be the 
projection. For 9 in VIl(Jal,( Y)) define 
We note that d:(B) is a C&-module, which is not DNF, in general, due 
to the possibility that its stalks may not be Hausdorff. As in the case of the 
localization functor A, we will construct the derived functor of A:. 
A quasifree &“( Y)-module is a sheaf of the form &‘J Y) @ Z’, where % 
is a DNF sheaf of topological vector spaces on Y. We note that a quasifree 
d2( Y)-module is in ‘IBI(di( Y)), and that every free module is quasifree (a 
free module has the same form, but with Z a fixed topological vector 
space rather than a sheaf). We also note that every complex F consisting 
of modules in 9JI(&“( Y)) has a canonical resolution F(9) + 9 consisting 
of quasifree modules-namely, the Hochschild resolution. We define 
DA;(F) = Aj’(F(F)). 
This defines a functor DA:: D9.N(zZ2( Y)) + DVJl(9J). We observe that 
F(P) can be replaced by any quasifree resolution of 9. 
We also define the derived functor of II* 
Dn,: D9Jl(91) + D’iJN(sl~( Y)) 
by Dn,(F) = n,(%(9)), where, as in Section 5, g(5) denotes the Tech 
resolution of 9. Again, we can replace U(9) by any A*-acyclic resolution 
of 5. 
The functors DPA~(X’)=HP(DA~(X’)) for # in D’9Jl(st2( Y)) can be 
computed using a Koszul resolution analogous to that in Section 1. First 
let us consider the sheaf n*(%,) of ideals of JV, and form the quotient 
MU =~V/7c*(&~). Since z*(%!~) forms a sheaf of ideals in ‘9, a*(%‘,) U(B) 
is a two-sided ideal in U(S). The quotient, U(B)/a*(ay) U(S) is naturally 
isomorphic to n*(gJ. Moreover, there is a resolution 
which is a relative version of the Koszul resolution K(J(r, 62&h) -+ CSb of 
Section 1. Here, for each # in !JJZ(JZJ++( Y)) we denote by K(Nu, S) the 
Koszul complex determined by the action of the sheaf of Lie algebras JV,, 
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on the sheaf of modules n*(Z). The differentials in this complex commute 
with the natural left U(S)-action. In particular, the homology groups 
have a natural U(t))-module structure for every X in ‘%(J&‘~( Y)). Moreover 
HJJI/G, Z) splits into a direct sum of weight subspaces corresponding 
to wA+p where MI runs through the Weyl group for I. The proof of the 
following proposition is analogous to the proof of Proposition 2.4. 
6.3. hOPOSITION. For each 2 E!BI(&~( Y)), D, A:(X) is naturally 
isomorphic to the (2 + p)-weight subspace of H,(Ni, 2). 
We now specialize to the case where Y is the variety of parabolics of type 
c1 for a simple root c( E A + . A typical such parabolic pV is spanned by a 
Bore1 algebra b, (with n(x) = y) and the root space corresponding to the 
root -c1,, where c(, is the specialization of cc to the point X. Here, the fibers 
rp ‘(y) are copies of P’; the Levi factors 1,. have as semisimple part, 
[I,,, I,,], copies of sl,(C); and the sheaf of Lie algebras -4, = N/X*(@,,) 
may be identified with the sheaf of local sections of the line bundle whose 
fiber at x is the root space of ~1. 
By Corollary 6.2, there is a natural isomorphism between G?~( Y) 
and s&,,~( Y) and, hence, an equivalence of categories ‘$JI(G?~( Y)) --f 
~(~~,~,j.( Y)) between the corresponding categories of modules. We let 
A, denote the composition of this functor with the localization functor 
A,;,,,: 5)32(~&,)~( Y)) + !V2(9J,,,,j.). We then define the intertwining functor 
Ta : Dfm(9>~) + D9Jl(9&,,,) by 29 = DA, c Dn,. 
6.4. PROPOSITION. As finctors from D9Jl(U,) to D’9Jl(L3S,,,,,), Ya o DA 
and DA 0 Jsta, are naturally isomorphic. 
Proof: Let F be a free resolution of M. Then each Fk is a free DNF 
U,-module, and hence it can be written as Uj. 6 Nk, where Nk is a DNF 
topological vector space. Thus, as a graded module, AFE ~2~ 6 N, 
where N= @Nk. By Proposition 6.1, SA 8 N is 7c,-acyclic and 
so D7~*(9~ 6 N)z~*(@. 6 N). Also, ~~(9~ 6 N)z7cn,(9J 6 N. Thus, 
rti 0 DA(M) 2 DA,(x,(~~) @ N) z A,(lr,(~3~) G N), as the complex 
~,(9~) @ N is A.-acyclic. Now, A,(n,(92) 6 N) E A,(z,(&)) & NE 
9 S(rr,i. g N r A 0 J,(,)(F) E’ DA 0 J,,,,(M). This completes the proof of the 
proposition. 
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 6.4 and Theorem 5.4 we get 
the following corollary. 
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6.5. COROLLARY. The intertwining fun&or Y=: D%JI($2Q + DmZ(2Q,,,) is 
an equivalence of categories. 
We will need to have tools to compute the cohomology functors YEr 
HkFa of FE. Let 9 be a complex in D%R(9,,). By Theorem 5.4, 9 can be 
resolved by a complex 9 w  consisting of free 9A-modules. By Proposi- 
tion6.1, D~c,(~~)zx~(~-)), which in turn is a complex acyclic for DA,. 
Let X be a complex in D%I(7~,(9f&)). The Hochschild resolution F(X) of 
X is a double complex, with horizontal and vertical differentials dI and dII, 
where d, comes from the differential in X and d,, from the Hochschild 
resolution. If the cohomology sheaves of d, are DNF-sheaves, Hfs’(F(X)) 
becomes in a natural way the Hochschild resolution of Hk(X). Thus the 
conditions for the existence of a Grothendieck spectral sequence apply in 
this situation (cf. [15, Chap. II, Sect. 41). When we apply this to X = 
x*(.9”) we have the result: 
6.6. PROPOSITION. Let F be a complex in DYJI(9,). Assume that for 
each k, Dkz,(9) is a DNF-sheaJ: Then there exists a spectral sequence 
DJ’ A,(D9~,(9’)) *YE+q(S). 
It is clear that with obvious modifications we can establish analogous 
facts for a variety of parabolics of an arbitrary type. 
7. ANALYTIC MODULES 
Here we shall discuss the class of analytic U(g)-modules and state some 
key results on globalization of U(g)-modules due to Schmid [33]. 
Roughly speaking, an analytic U(g)-module is a U(g)-module A4 such 
that, for each mEA4, the action of g on m exponentiates to a complex 
analytic action of a neighborhood of the identity in G. More specifically: 
Let M be a topological U(g)-module and let U be an open set in G. Then 
there are three natural left g-module structures on the space O(U) @I M, of 
holomorphic M-valued functions on U. These are defined by letting 5 E g 
act as 1 @ 5, 5, @ 1, and t1 @ 1, where 5, (resp. -5,) is the left (resp. 
right) invariant vector field determined by 5. 
Iff~O(U)~~satisfies(~,~l)f+(l~))f=Oforall~~g,thenwe 
will say f is exponential. Clearly, a function which is exponential has its 
entire power series expansion at a point g E U determined by its value at g. 
Thus, such a function is determined on a connected set by its value at any 
point of this set. 
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7.1. DEFINITION. Let M be a topological U(g)-module. An element 
rnE M will be called analytic if there is a neighborhood U of the identity 
e in G and an exponential function f E O(U) @ A4 such that f(e) = m. If 
every element of M is analytic then M will be called an analytic U(g)- 
module. 
Note that a right translate of an exponential function is also an exponen- 
tial function. It follows that the values of an exponential function on any 
domain are all analytic vectors. For the same reason, any left invariant 
vector field, applied to an exponential function is another exponential func- 
tion. Since (t2 6 1 )f and - (4, 6 1) f g a ree at the identity of G and have 
the value (1 @ of(e) iffis exponential, we conclude that if m is the value 
at e of an exponential function on U, then so is rrn for all t E g. Thus, the 
set of analytic vectors in a given g-module forms a submodule. 
If G, is a real Lie group with complexified Lie algebra g, (CO, P’,,,) is a 
representation of GO, and UE V,, is an analytic vector in the sense that 
g + w( g)u is a real analytic function, then a holomorphic extension of this 
function to a neighborhood of e in G is an example of an exponential func- 
tion. Thus, in this setting, a vector in V, is an analytic vector in our sense 
if and only if it is an analytic vector in the usual sense. 
Suppose K is a real or complex Lie group, together with a 
homomorphism rp: K + G with the following property: the differential of cp 
is injective, and the subgroup q(K) is closed in G. In particular the Lie 
algebra f of K can be regarded as a subalgebra of g. Let M be a (g, K)- 
module; that is, there are representations of K and g on M (both denoted 
by CO) which satisfy the following compatibility conditions: 
(1) the action of f, regarded as a subalgebra of g, 
coincides with the differential of the action of K; (7.1) 
(2) for ke K and 5 E g, o(k)w(c)o(kP’) = w(Ad(k)(t)). 
Suppose A4 is also analytic. For m E M we let f be an exponential function 
from a neighborhood U of e in G to M with f(e) = m. Then the function 
h: KX U -+ A4 defined by h(k, g) = o(k) f(g) satisfies the identity 
h(kk,, g) = h(k, cp(k,) g) for k, in a neighborhood of e in K. This is 
because h is analytic in its second variable and the identity is satisfied 
infinitesimally due to (7.1) above and the definition of exponential function. 
It follows that h yields a well-defined global section of the sheaf OGoGIk 6 M 
on K, where Co,,, is defined to be the pullback, CJJ -‘Oo, of OG to K. If K 
happens to be a subgroup of G, OGIK is the restriction of c!& to K and h is 
naturally an extension off to an exponential function in a neighborhood 
of K in G, which agrees with k -+ w(k)m on K. 
It is convenient to think of elements of cp-‘& as germs of functions. Let 
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I/ be a neighborhood of 0 in g which is biholomorphic, under the exponen- 
tial map, to a neighborhood of e in G. Define GI K( V) as the quotient of 
Kx (exp I’) by the relation (kk’, g) = (k, cp(k’) g) for k’ in exp,( Yn I) and 
g such that both g and cp(k’) g are in exp I’. We note that K is a closed 
submanifold of G 1 K(V) and cp extends to a map G 1 K(V) -+ G defined by 
cp(k, g) = q(k) g. If I’ is small enough cp is a local homeomorphism. Define 
G \ K to be the limit in the sense of germs of sets of the sets G 1 K( V). We 
will call this the infinitesimal neighborhood of K in G. Now, CQIK can be 
regarded as a sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on G 1 K. At a given 
k E K a germ in (Q, K)k can be thought of as a germ fk of a holomorphic 
function defined in a neighborhood of q(k) in G. The dependence on K is 
not important locally, since fkk,(g) = f,(cp(k’) g). For example, we denote 
the above element h(k, g) by o,(g)m, but we shall often drop the “k” 
dependence and denote this simply by o(g)m, where g stands for an 
element of a representative set of G 1 K. We call this function the exponential 
function for m on G 1 K. 
We use the correspondence m -+ w(-)m to define an &&,-module 
homomorphism 
by e( f 6 m)(g) = f( g)o( g)m. Note that 0 is characterized by the fact that 
it is an C!&, K- module homomorphism for which e( 1 6 m) is an exponential 
function in Q, K which agrees with k -+ o(k)m on K. 
Our goal is to give a criterion, in terms of the homomorphism A 
0: C!&, K 0 M + 0, , K 0 M, for a DNF module M to have a structure of an 
analytic (g, K)-module. 
The associative law, o(glg,)m=w(gl)w(g,)m, holds as a relation 
between germs of function on G 1 K x G 1 K. To prove this we note first that 
the relation w(k, g,)m = o(k,)o(g,)m for kI E K and g, in a representative 
of G 1 K follows from the associativity of the K action and the above con- 
struction of the extension of k + o(k)m. The result then follows from the 
fact that, for each (k, , k,) E K x K and each g, in a neighborhood of k, in 
GIG gl+wklg2)m and gl --t o( gi)o( g,)m are both exponential func- 
tions in a neighborhood of kI in Gl K with value o(k,)w(g,)m at kl. 
7.2. PROPOSITION. Let (M, w) be an analytic DNF (g, K)-module. Then 
the map 8: Oo, K 6 M + O,,, 6 M, defined above, is an @I,,,-module 
automorphism with the following additional properties: 
(1) ecw3 i)fi=m3 i+i 63 0w1 ef, 
(21 WC,@ lfl 6bW)fl=(t,~ Wf and 
(3) NW) 61 w(k))f I= (r(k) @ 1) Of 
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for f E OG, K 6 M, k E K, and 5 E g, where r is the right regular representation 
of K on iQG, K. Furthermore, any (g, K)-module for which there exists a map 
0 with these properties is an analytic (g, K)-module. 
Proof: By construction, (9 is an Q,,-module endomorphisrn. The 
condition that t3( 1 6 m) be exponential gives that, for 5 E g, 
C(5, @ 1) + (1 63 45))l &h @ m) 
=t,h.O(l @m)+h.[([,@ l)+(l &c0(5))]0(1 @m) 
=t,h.O(l 6 m)=O[(<, 6 l)(h 6 m)]. 
Thus, (1) is established. 
The map 6’ is an isomorphism and, in fact, its inverse is given by r&, 
where r is the unipotent map h 6j m --) h’ 6 m with h’(g) = h(g-‘). To see 
this, note that 
Oot&(l 6 m)(g)=OorO(l 6 m)(g)=w(g)w(g-‘)m= 16 m; 
since 0 and t& are both OGjcllu -module endomorphisms, we conclude that 
Qtdt = id. 
Note that $5, & 1)~ = t, 6 1. To establish property (2) we use this fact, 
property (l), and the fact that r& = 0- ‘: 
Q[I(5,43 1 + 1 63 dS))f 1 
= QTC(t, 6 1 + 1 63 45)) &f 1 
=eT[(s, & 1+ 1 63 co(t))esef]=eze[(S, 63 l)df] 
=z(5, 6 1) rdf=({, 6 l)ef: 
This establishes (2). 
To prove (3), note that @[(r(k) @ o(k))(f 6 m)(g)] = f(gk)w(g) o(k)m 
=f(gkMgk)m = (r(k) 6 1 )Nf 6 m)(s). 
The final statement of the proposition is evident, since, given such a 0 
and any m E M, f3( 1 6 m) will be an exponential function in Co,, K 6 M 
which agrees with k -+ w(k)m on K. 
If a (g, K)-module M also has specified a central U(h)-action consistent 
with the Harish-Chandra homomorphism (cf. Sect. l), then it has the struc- 
ture of a U,-module. If, in addition, the U(b)-action is by the infinitesimal 
character Jell*, then M is a U,-module. In this case, we will call M a 
( U,, K)-module. 
We will be interested in analytic (g, K)-modules primarily in the context 
of representations of semisimple Lie groups. Unless stated to the contrary, 
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G,, will denote a connected real semisimple Lie group with finite center. We 
use the standard notational convention: The Lie algebra of a group is 
denoted by the corresponding lower case german letter. Symbols for real 
groups or algebras carry a subscript “0” which is dropped when we pass to 
complexification. We fix a maximal compact subgroup K, in Go. This 
choice is essentially unique, as all of them are conjugate. Let o be a 
(continuous) representation of G, on a complete locally convex topological 
space V,. The space V of K,,-finite vectors is always dense in I’,. We will 
assume that co is admissible, i.e., each K-isotypic component occurs in V 
with finite multiplicity, and of finite length. Then V consists entirely of 
analytic vectors, is g,-invariant, and hence g-invariant [17]. This is a 
typical example of a Harish-Chandra module (for G,), which, by definition, 
is a (g, K&module of finite length. We refer to V, as a globalization of V, 
Every Harish-Chandra module admits a variety of globalizations. In 
particular, it always admits a globalization on a Hilbert space [lo, 281. 
The compact group K,, is contained in its complexification K [6, 
Chap. III, Sect. 6, Def. 41, and every Harish-Chandra module V extends to 
a (g, K)-module. The action of K on V is algebraic, which explains the use 
of algebraic methods in the theory. We note, that except for the finite 
dimensional case, V is never an analytic module, and cannot be lifted to a 
representation of G,,. 
There exist certain canonical globalizations of V: the C” globalization 
introduced by Casselman and Wallach (cf. [40]) and globalizations V,,, 
and Vein defined by Schmid [33]. We will be mainly concerned in this 
paper with Vmin. In order to state the main result, we recall that the space 
of analytic vectors in any Banach globalization V, of V is dense, is Go- 
invariant, and, with the topology of a subspace of O(G,) 0 V,, becomes 
a globalization in its own right. 
7.3. PROPOSITION (Schmid [ 331). Let V be a Harish-Chandra module 
for GO. Then 
(a) each Harish-Chandra module V has a canonical globalization 
V -+ V,,,i, with the property that any globalization V + V, factors as 
V --) Vmin ~ V,, with Vmin + VW a continuous injection; 
(b) if V, is a Banach space, then Vmin + V, induces a topological 
isomorphism of Vmin onto the space of analytic vectors in V,; 
(c) the correspondence V + Vmin is an exact functor. 
The module Vein is called the minimal globalization of V. Though not 
stated explicitly in [33], it is immediate from the construction that Vmin is 
a DNF space. Thus Vmin is an analytic DNF (g, G&module. 
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8. ANALYTIC SHEAVES OF MODULES 
In this section we investigate the special properties of sheaves which arise 
from localizing the analytic DNF (U,, K)-modules introduced in Section 7. 
As we shall see below, if M is such a module, then the map 8: Co,, K 6 M -+ 
OG,K 0 M of Proposition 7.2 is the key to understanding what happens 
when we localize M. Inductive arguments which will be needed later make 
it necessary for us to work with sheaves of modules on an arbitrary variety 
of parabolics Y, although our main interest is in the flag variety X. We 
refer the reader to Section 6 for notation and terminology concerning this 
setup. 
Let Y be a variety of parabolic subalgebras of g of a given type, and LO, 
the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on Y. Let -4’ be a DNF sheaf 
on Y which is simultaneously a sheaf of modules over 0, and over the Lie 
algebra g, such that t(fp) =f(&) + t(f),n for 5 E g, f E Oy, and p E M. In 
other words, we assume that 4! is a module over 99,,, or, equivalently, over 
U(?&) (cf. Sect. 6). In what follows we identify an dj!,( Y)-module with the 
underlying U(%r)-module. 
Consider the sheaf ~3~ i% U(9$), which by definition is the exterior tensor 
product (7~;’ gG) 6 (rc; ’ U(?$)), where rr,: Gx Y-G and Q: Gx Y+ Y 
are the projections. We define the shear transformation s: G x Y + G x Y by 
s( g, y) = (g, gy). We shall construct a map 0 = 0 ,,: 9c & U($) + 
~~‘(9~ 6 U(‘Z&)) that is strongly related to the map 0 of Proposition 7.2. 
A choice of a base point y” in Y identifies Y with G/P.,o. Then U(‘Z&) may 
be represented as the direct image under the projection Y + G/P,0 of the 
sheaf of holomorphic differential operators on G which are right P,o- 
invariant. Similarly, ~3~ G U(9&) may be represented as the direct image 
under G x G -+ G x G/Pp of the sheaf of holomorphic differential operators 
on G x G that are invariant under the right action of P,,o on the second 
factor of G x G/P,,o. The shear transformation s: G x Y + G x Y induces a 
morphism of sheaves of algebras 0: & I% U($&) +s-‘($& I% U(?&)) in 
the following way: with Y represented as GIP,.o, we define the shear trans- 
formation s,:GxG+GxG by so(g,, g,)=(g,,g,g,). This induces a 
transformation cro of the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on G x G 
by ~o(f)=fi~o’ and a corresponding transformation Q. of the sheaf of 
holomorphic differential operators on G x G by O,(t) = o. tg; ‘. Clearly 
0, pre:erves the sheaf of, right P,.o-invariant operators. The morphism 
0: 9G 18 U(9,) --+ ~‘(9~ E4 U(‘Sy)) is just the direct image of 0, under 
the projection G x G -+ G x G/P>,o. Note that 0 satisfies 
Of =fos-‘, for .f~ oGGx y, (8.1) 
O(~,&l)=~,~l+l@~, for 5Eg, (8.2) 
O((, 63 1 + 1 ti 5) = 5, & 1, for 5Eg, (8.3) 
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where 5, and r, are as in the previous section. Formulas (8.1)-(8.3) com- 
pletely characterize 8. In fact the operators of the form f@ 1 and <, 6 1 
generate &!SG 6 1, and this subalgebra, along with the operators of the form 
c,&l+1&,5for< E g, generate $& @ U(g). In particular it follows that 
0 is independent of the choice of the base point yO. It is also clear that 8 
commutes with direct images: Let G x Y + G x Y’ be induced by the 
canonical projection Y -+ Y’. Then & & U(‘Z$) is naturally isomorphic to 
the direct image of & E U(?&), and Oy is naturally isomorphic to the 
direct image of 0,. Note that in the case of Y = {point}, & h U(?$) = 
CBG $ U(g), which acts naturally on O,,, 6 M. 
All the above statements, properly interpreted, make sense relative to K: 
in particular, 8 defines a morphism gGIx. g U(9,)+sA’(90,, & U(9JY)) 
compatible with direct images (&, K denotes the inverse image of & under 
4: K+ G and s stands for the map_(GI K) x Y + (GIK) x Y). Note that 
in the case of Y= (point}, gGIIc IX U(C!&)=~~,, q U(g), which acts 
naturally on O,, K 6 A4 for any analytic DNF (g, K)-module M. 
It will be convenient from a notational point of view to think of 8 as 
also acting on a class of operators arising from the K-action. That is, if I 
is the right representation of K on Co,, K and o is the representation of K 
on M, then r 6 w  and r 6 1 are representations of K on O,, K 6 M. In 
view of Proposition 7.2, it is natural to set 
Q(r@ol)=r~ 1. (8.4) 
The following is a restatement of Proposition 7.2: 
8.1. PROPOSITION. Let M be an analytic (g, K)-module. Then the map 
8: o,,, 63 A4 + 19G,K 6 M of Proposition 7.2 is covariant with 8 in the 
sense that 0((p) = @(c)O(p) and O((r 61 o)(k)p) = @((r 61 w)(k))~(p) = 
(r(k)& l)O(p)for<E9G6 UA,k~K,andp~EolK&A4. 
When we localize an analytic (g, K)-module A4 we obtain a sheaf M 
which inherits from M an infinitesimal analytic G-action and a compatible 
K-action. To state this precisely requires using the map 0. As we shall see 
below, this map induces an analogous sheaf map 8,: cJ~,~ &I &Z + 
S-V%,, @ A) which embodies the infinitesimal analytic G-action and the 
K-action. This leads to the notion of analytic (S& K)-module and, more 
generally, of analytic (‘$, K)-module for any variety of parabolics Y. 
As before, let x1 : G x Y + G and x2 : G x Y + Y denote the projections. If 
.M is a sheaf of $&modules on Y, then x:+6? = OGoGIK @ JZ is a sheaf of 
9 G,X I% U($)-modules. The shear transformation (g, y) + (g, gy) for 
G x Y (or GI Kx Y) is denoted sy. 
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8.2. DEFINITION. Let A? be a DNF sheaf of U(9&)-modules. We shall 
say that .& is an analytic (9&, K)-module if there is an isomorphism of 
sheaves 0,: 0G,Ic G ~%‘+s;‘(cO,,, 6? A’) which is covariant with 0, in 
the sense that it satisfies 
where w(k): A’-+ k-‘d is defined from Br by setting o(k)m= 
8,(1 &m)(k) for me&,, and keK. 
If, in addition, A’ is an -dj,( Y)-module, then we shall call it an analytic 
(&).( Y), K)-module. 
Note that, in this definition, the existence of 8 implies the existence of the 
action o of K on the sheaf A!, while condition (b) implies that this action 
is associative. In fact, one can define a notion of a sheaf with K-action in 
terms of a morphism LoK & .&’ -+ S; ‘(Cr;C fi A’) which satisfies (b) (this is 
equivalent to the definition in [27, p. 301). Our definition contains more 
information than this, however. The analyticity is reflected in “thickening” 
OK to co,,,. Moreover, in condition (a), we require compatibility of the 
“thickened” K-action with the infinitesimal action of U($). 
We return now to the case of Y= A’. 
8.3. PROPOSITION. Let M be a DNF analytic (U,, K)-module with 
separated pth n,-homology for each x and let 4’ = A,(M). Then 4 is an 
analytic (gA, K)-module. 
Proof: We may compute A,,(M) using the Koszul complex K(,&“, M) as 
in Proposition 2.4. The fact that M is analytic allows us to use essentially 
the same idea as in Lemma 4.3 to locally trivialize this complex of bundles. 
Given x0 E X, let y be a local cross section, in a neighborhood of x0, for 
7~: G + X, where n(g) = gx,, and let 8 h : O,, @ M + 07, 6 M be the 
OX,,-module isomorphism given by eAf= (e(fi 7~)) 0 y. The morphism 
0: gG 6 U, + CBG @) Un maps Lo, 6 U, to itself and we can use the same 
trick to define an C&,-module isomorphism 0 A : 19~~ 6 U, -+ ~9~~ 6 U,; i.e., 
we set 0 ^f= (O(fo 71)) 0 y. Then, from the definition of 0, we see that 
0 h (0.V0 6 ibid) = fly,,. In this manner, we obtain an isomorphism of com- 
plexes 0.X0 @ K(n,, M) + K(JV, M), which in degree p is (A”,,, 0) 6 0,0 8. 
It follows that K(.N ,^ M) has Hausdorff pth homology at x0 because M has 
Hausdorff pth n,-homology at every x. Since A,(M) is a direct summand 
of the pth homology of K(J, M), it follows from Proposition 3.3 that 
A,(M) is a DNF sheaf of modules. 
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We define the isomorphism 8: I!&-,~ G &‘+ ~~~(0~~~ @ A) as follows: 
. . 
By restriction, the map s&,~ I% U(?&) + ~~‘(9~~~ I% U(9&)) induces a 
map LoGIK PC JV + S-‘(Co,,, R JV) covariant with f+fo~-‘: OGxX-+ 
SCIOGXX. Thus, for each p, 0, induces an isomorphism from 
homology-of K(M, M) is a DNF sheaf, an isomorphism Co,,, q d,(M) + 
S-WG,, q d,(M)). This is covariant with 0, in the sense of Definition 8.2, 
by construction. 
Now let Y be any variety of parabolics and let x: X+ Y be the canonical 
projection. 
8.4. PROPOSITION. If 4 is an analytic (‘2&, K)-module, then x.,(A) is an 
analytic (Y,, K)-module, as is Dpx, (A) for p > 0 provided each of its stalks 
is Hausdorff In particular, if A is an analytic (gA, K)-module, then a*(A) 
is an analytic (J&(Y), K)-module, as is Dprc, (A) for p >O if each of its 
stalks is Hausdorff: 
Proof: It is clear from the definition that if JG! is a DNF sheaf then so 
is n,(A). 
Let U be a compact neighborhood in K, let Q,, U be the restriction of 
0 G, K to U, and let % be the Tech resolution functor for sheaves on U x X 
based on a projection Z + U x X, where Z is compact and totally discon- 
nected (cf. Sect. 3). For each p we may apply gp to U,, U 6 M as well as 
to s; ‘(Q, U @ A) and in each case the resulting sheaf is naturally a 
module over gG, U i% U(C!&). Evidently, the morphism 
e: ~quG, u 63 A!) + W(S,‘(UO,” 63 d#)) 
is arcovariant, which implies that, upon passing to the direct image under 
nu: U x X+ Y, we obtain a 0 ,,-covariant morphism 
D”hWo,, @ JW+D~~),(G’V’L,. 63 -WI 
~sy’(D~(n,),(Q.,” ti A)). 
For appropriately chosen small compact neighborhoods U, the sheaf Co,, U 
is acyclic for r. Assuming that Dpz,(A) has Hausdorff stalks and using 
the Kiinneth formula, we obtain a morphism r(O,, “) 6 Dpz, (A) + 
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s ; ‘(fJ oG, U) @ Dpxr, (A)) for each such set U. On passing to germs, we 
have a morphism 
0,: 00,x @ D?c, (A) + sy’(& fi D%, (s/k’)) 
which clearly satisfies the conditions of Definition 8.2. 
In the case where Y= {pt.}, this proposition says that the module of 
global sections and each cohomology module (if Hausdorff) of an analytic 
(gX, K)-module is an analytic (g, K)-module. That the g-module structure 
determined by 8 as in Proposition 7.2 is the same as that which is induced 
by the U(?JX)-module structure of ,&’ follows from the fact that 8 is 
covariant with 0. 
We would also like to know that the partial localization functors of 
Section 6 preserve analytic modules. The proof that this is so is almost 
identical to the proof of Proposition 8.3. 
8.5. PROPOSITION. If X is an analytic (d?.(Y), K)-module, then 
D, AI(&) is an analytic (g2, K)-module for each p provided it has 
Hausdorff geometric fiber at each point. 
Proof: Recall from Section 6 that K(,C;, 2) denotes the Koszul com- 
plex for MU =Jf/rc*(qy) acting on %?, and H,,.(&,, Z) = H,(K(N”, 2)) 
denotes its kth homology. Here, ?ZJ~ is the sheaf of local sections of the 
bundle of nilpotent radicals of the bundle of parabolics corresponding to 
points of Y. By Proposition 6.3, D, A:(&‘) is naturally isomorphic to the 
(A+ p)-weight subspace of Hk(NU, X). As in the proof of Proposition 8.3, 
we may use tIy to locally trivialize K(NU, X’) and, hence, conclude that 
D, AT(S) has Hausdorff stalks and is therefore DNF provided it has 
Hausdorff geometric fiber at each point. In what follows below, we assume 
that this is the case. 
The isomorphism 0: gGIE: G U(C!?r) + sy’(LZGIx 6 U(?&)) maps 
L%,K @ rr*(+?r) to _s;‘(~!&,~ L% rt*(%Q)) and, hence, determines an 
isomorphism CjGIcK q -/1’, -+ SC’(C!&~” q -4,) which is covariant with 
f+fos-‘: (Co,,, B C$-S~‘(CO,,~ EG U,y). Similarly, we have an 
isomorphism OG,K E A$,,, J”, + SC’(O,,, L% A;,,, -/r/L,) for each p. On 
tensoring relative to OG,K IX LOX with 0,: Co,,, E X + CGGIR & &?“, this 
yields an isomorphism which is the first column of the commutative 
diagram: 
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The second column is just 0 ,, pulled back to (G 1 K) x X. The rows of this 
diagram are Koszul resolutions. On passing to homology, we obtain for 
each k a map 
8: OG,, fi zzJJJ1T,, Jr) +s-‘(c?& 62 Hk(Nu, z?)) 
which is covariant with 8. 
Next, we show how to construct analytic sheaves. 
Analytic Induction. Fix YE Y, let Q be the K-orbit of y, and let 
$: G 1 K -+ YI Q be the projection $(g) = gy. Denote by .Z,, the isotropy 
group of y in K and let (0, L) be an analytic DNF (p,, $)-module. 
By f’(y, L) we shall mean the sheaf of germs fe dl/*(oGGIx. @ L) which 
satisfy the relation (1 6 o(t)) f = -(t, 6 1) f for {E U(p,), and 
(1 6 a(k)) f = r(k-‘) f for k in .ZV. Here r(k) denotes the “right translation 
by k” operator on Co,, K. If C is a compact subset of Q, then we topologize 
ZJC, 9’(y, L)) by giving it the topology it inherits from being identified 
with a closed subspace of the DNF space Z( C’, I?&, K 6 L), where C’ is any 
compact subset of K with t/(C) = C (the topology is independent of the 
choice of C’). With this topology, Z(C, 4’(y, L)) is a DNF space and 
J’(y, L) is a DNF sheaf (cf. Sects. 2 and 3). We denote by y(y, L) the 
sheaf on Y obtained from 9’(y, L) by extension by zero. This is again a 
DNF sheaf. Moreover, it is a U(?&)-module: The action is induced from 
the action of 9~~~ K on the first factor of Co A G, K @ L. Left translations define 
an action of K on 9(y, L). Evidently both actions are compatible. 
Let t:GxG+GxG and t:(GIK)x(GIK)+(GIK)x(GIK) be the 
shear transformation given by t( g, , g2) = (g, , g, gz). The map r: & Q & 
+t-‘(C!& I% LOG), defined by t(f)=for-', induces a map C&K I% O,,, to 
t-V& @ 6JG, K) and, on passing to direct image in the second factor, 
followed by extension by zero, defines a map 8 ,,: oG, K E 9( y, L) + 
S-WG,K h 9(y, L)). This clearly is O-covariant. Hence, f(y, L) is an 
analytic DNF (‘&,, K)-module supported on Q. 
We have not yet used the hypothesis that (CJ, L) is an analytic module. 
This comes into play in showing that y( y, L) is nontrivial. In fact, we shall 
show that the geometric fiber of f(y, L) at y is isomorphic to L. Evalua- 
tion at e in G gives a map from the geometric fiber of 9( y, L)Y to L and 
this map is clearly injective. We prove that it is also surjective as follows: 
Over some neighborhood U of y, we choose a holomorphic section 
y: U + G for the projection g + g,: G + Y with y(y) = e. If Z is a point of 
L, then there is an exponential function f, for Z, defined in an infinitesimal 
neighborhood Z’, I Jy. The function q defined by q(g) = f,(g-'y 0 n(g)) is 
defined in GI f( and satisfies the identities that ensure that it defines a 
section of 9( y, L) in a neighborhood of y. Since q(e) = f(e) = Z, the proof 
of surjectivity is complete. 
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Let Y= X and suppose that o vanishes on the nilpotent radical of 
py = b,,. If (a, ,5), regarded as a h,-module, has infinitesimal character 
determined by the parameter i + p E h *, then 9(y, L) is clearly an analytic 
(9). , K)-module. 
We summarize the properties of 9(y, L), developed above, in the 
following proposition: 
8.6. PROPOSITION. For each analytic (p,, J?)-module (cr, L), the sheaf 
9( y, L), constructed above, is an analytic (?I,,, K)-module which has support 
Q = Ky, is a locally free O,,, -module on Q, and has geometric fiber L at y. 
If Y = X and o, as a representation of p? = b,., has infinitesimal character 
2” E b*, then 4( y, L) is an analytic (&3>.., K)-module. 
We shall call 9(y, L) the ($, K)-module induced from L at y. 
Now suppose that A’ is an analytic (9&., K)-module with separated 
geometric fiber L. Then L is a DNF space and there are natural compatible 
actions of p? and J.V on L which, as we shall see below, make it an analytic 
( py, J,,)-module. 
8.7. PROPOSITION. Let Q be a K-orbit in Y and y a point of Q. Let A 
be an analytic (FV, K)-module which has separated geometric fiber L at y. 
Then L is an analytic (p,., J,)-module and .A! is isomorphic on Q to the 
(gA, K)-module 3(-v, L). 
Proof: Since A’ is a,” analytic ($&, K)-module, there is a map 
0: oG,, Ed A -+ Sd(OG,, El A’) which is covariant with Q as in Defini- 
tion 8.2. This induces a map 8’: OPFIJv 6 L + OPFIJ1 6 L as follows: s 
leaves (Py I J,) x {Y > invariant and so 0 leaves invariant the ideal sheaf of 
this set in O,,, h 0,. The quotient of OG,, G A! modulo the submodule 
generated by this ideal sheaf is a sheaf supported on (P,, 1 J,) x { y} which, 
via g --, (g, y), pulls back to LoPVIJ, 6 L. Since 0 is covariant with 9, it 
follows that f3 induces a map 0” as above. Hence, L is analytic. 
With the appropriate descriptions of j(v, L) and A’ in terms of 
0 ‘AK q A’, it will be apparent that 8 induces an isomorphism from 3( y, L) 
to A. 
Recall that I/: GI K + YJ Q is the projection $(g) = gy. Let 9( y, A’) be 
the sheaf on Y x Y which has support Q x Y and which, on Q x Y, consists 
ofgermsfE(tixl)*(oGIK 6 A) which satisfy the relations 
(1 63 45))f = -(5, 6 l)f for C E VP,.), 
and 
(I 63 4k))f =r(k-‘If for k in J,,. 
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Here r(k) denotes the “right translation by k” operator on 19~~~. Then 
~(y,L)=i,*9(y,JX),wherei,:G+GxYisthemapg+(g,y). 
Now, it follows from the fact that 0 is covariant with 19 that 8 maps 
9(y, 4) to the sheaf s_upported on Q x Y which, on Q x Y, consists of 
wmsf+x U+@G,K ISI A) which satisfy the relations 
(L 63 l)f=O for t E VPJ 
and 
r(k)f=f for kinJ,,. 
That is, 8 maps 9(y, A) to the germs which are constant on the fibers of 
+ x 1. This is just a copy of 0,,, & A. Furthermore, since s 0 iY is the map 
6,: G + G x Y given by g + (g, gy), we conclude _that 6 induces an 
isomorphism from 9(y, L) = i,*Y(y, 4) to 6,*(0,, o I% A!). It remains to 
show that this latter space is isomorphic to A. 
There is a short exact sequence 
where A is the diagonal in Y x Y and #A is its ideal sheaf in I$, y. If we 
tensor this sequence with Co, I% J? over QyX y, we conclude that the map 
Uy @i A + A, induced by the module operation, has as kernel the sheaf 
yA(O, G A). That is 
where 6: Y + Y x Y is the diagonal map. This completes the proof. 
9. STANDARD MODULES AND SHEAVES 
In Section 5 we have shown that the categories DW( U,) and D!IB(?2J 
are equivalent. The equivalence is provided by the derived functors DA and 
Dr. In this section, as in Section 7, we let Go be a connected semisimple 
Lie group with finite center, with complexified Lie algebra g, and we define 
the full subcategory D!lX( U,, G,) of D%R( V,), generated by minimal 
globalizations of Harish-Chandra modules, as well as the full subcategory 
DiUi(BL, G,) of D9Jl(92), generated by modules which are analytically 
induced on a Go-orbit and are of finite rank. One of the main results of this 
paper is the assertion that the functors DA and DT establish an equivalence 
of D’iUl( U,, G,) and D!JJl(9~, G,). We will give a proof of this fact in the 
next section. Here we define these categories and study their structure. We 
also investigate the effect of the intertwining functors on D%N(9i, G,). 
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We first consider a full subcategory !lJl( U,, G,) of ‘9JI( U,) consisting of 
modules having a filtration 
O=M,EM,E ... EM,=M 
by modules in m(U,) with consecutive subquotients being minimal 
globalizations to G, of Harish-Chandra (U,, K)-modules, where K is the 
complexification of the maximal compact subgroup of G, (cf. Sect. 7). 
The fact that it may be possible for two modules which are minimal 
globalizations of Harish-Chandra (U,, K)-modules to have an extension as 
U.-modules which is not a ( U1, G,)-module makes it necessary to define 
our category %R(U,, G,) in this way. Note that, although morphisms in 
%R( U,, G,) are only required to be U1-module homomorphisms, whenever 
two objects in 9X( Ui, G,) are actually ( Uj., G,)-modules, a morphism 
between them will necessarily also preserve the G,-action since G, is 
connected. 
9.1. LEMMA. The category ‘%I( U,, G,) is a full ahelian subcategoryv of 
mZ( U,) which is closed under extensions. 
ProoJ It is immediate from the definition and the facts in Appendix A 
that !Vl(U,, G,) is closed under passing to closed U,-submodules and 
separated quotients and is closed under extensions. It is a full subcategory 
by definition. Thus, to complete the proof, we need only show that a 
morphism f: M -+ N between objects in !JR( U,, G,) has an image which 
belongs to W( Uj., G,). This amounts to showing that f has closed range. 
An immediate consequence of the exactness of the minimal globalization 
functor (Proposition 7.3) is the fact that if M and N are irreducible mini- 
mal globalizations then f is either the zero map or an isomorphism. 
We now assume only that M is irreducible. We choose a maximal 
filtration (Nk) for N; i.e., the consecutive quotients are (topologically) 
irreducible modules. There exists a smallest k such that f(M) c N,. The 
induced map f': M+ Nk/Nkp i is a nonzero morphism of two irreducible 
modules, and therefore an isomorphism. Define cp: MO Nk- I -+ Nk by 
cp(u, w) =f(o) + U’. Clearly cp is a continuous algebraic isomorphism 
between two DNF spaces-hence a topological isomorphism (cf. 
Appendix A.6). In particular f(M) = q(M) is closed in Nk and, conse- 
quently, f(M) is closed in N. 
Let us turn now to the general case. We assume that the filtrations of M 
and N are maximal. We will show that for each k, f(Mk) is closed in N. 
The statement is obviously true for k = 0. Suppose f(Mkp ,) is closed in N 
and consider the induced map f I: M, jMk _, + N/f(M, _ I ). Then 
N/f (Mk ~ , ) is in Y.R( U,, G,) and, since M,/M, _ I is an irreducible module, 
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f’ has closed range. Let rr be the projection of N onto NIf(M,- 1). Then 
f(Mk) = rtn- ‘j-‘(Mk/Mk ~ I ), and is therefore closed in N. This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
Denote by O!IJI( U2, G,) the full subcategory of 02.X( U,), consisting of 
cohomologically bounded complexes with all cohomology groups in 
WV,, Go). 
9.2. PROPOSITION. The category DYJI( UA, G,) is a triangulated subcate- 
gory of D‘$JI( U,), closed under the functors of upper and lower truncation. 
Proof. Clearly D!JJI( U2, G,) is invariant under translations. Thus it is 
enough to show that if M + N + P is a distinguished triangle in D!JJI( U,) 
and M and N are in D%I( U*, G,) then so is P. Now, such a distinguished 
triangle gives rise to a long exact sequence 
By assumption, Hk(M) and @(N) are in !JJI( Un, G,) for all k. By 
Lemma 9.1 the image Ak and kernel Bk of Hk(M) + Hk(N) belong to 
9X( U,, G,) for all k. We have an exact sequence 0 + Ak + Hk(P) -+ 
Bk+ ’ + 0. Since !VI( UA, G,) is closed under extensions, A.1 1 implies that 
Hk(P) belongs to ‘%I( UA, G,). Therefore P is an object in Dfm( UA, G,). The 
statement about truncations is clear. 
We now turn our attention to 5Qmodules. For x E X let BO,, be the sta- 
bilizer of x in Go. Let L be a finite dimensional irreducible representation 
of go,, such that its differential, regarded as a linear form on go n b,, is 
obtained from the specialization of il+ p at x. Then L is automatically an 
analytic (b,, B,,,)-module and it determines an induced module f(x, L) in 
W(gJ. We will refer to the analytic (gl, G&module 9(x, L) (cf. Sect. 8) 
as a standard (&, G,)-module. We denote by YJI(.Q,, G,) the full sub- 
category of !lR(~J consisting of objects 9 having a finite filtration 
by objects in %R(&) with associated subquotients isomorphic to standard 
($2J., G&modules. 
9.3. PROPOSITION. Let B be an analytic (CSA, GO)-module of finite rank. 
Then 5F is an object of !JJl(~A, Go). 
Proof. Denote by S the support of 9. Let So be the union of all 
Go-orbits contained in S of maximal dimension. Let 9’ be the sheaf on X 
obtained by restricting to So, and then extending by zero. It follows from 
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Proposition 8.7 that 9’ is a direct sum of (%$, G,)-modules of the form 
9(x, L) where L is a finite dimensional G,,,-module. We have an exact 
sequence 0 + F’ + 9 + 9” + 0. If p’ and 9” are in m(gA,, G,) then so 
is 9. We note that support of 9’ is of strictly lower dimension than that 
of S, and we recall that Go acts on X with finitely many orbits [41]. A 
simple induction now implies that S is an object of 9X(&,, G,), provided 
this is true of each (gj~, G,)-module of the form 9(x, L), where L is finite 
dimensional. The latter follows if we note that a maximal increasing liltra- 
tion of L by (b,, &,)-modules results in an increasing filtration of Y(x, L) 
by induced (@, G,)-modules, with standard quotients. 
Note that the standard (~j,, G,)-modules are irreducible objects in the 
category of all analytic (g)./., G,)-modules (cf. Sect. 8). They are precisely the 
irreducible objects in m(g).,,, G,). The category rm(~j., G,) contains but 
may be strictly larger than the category of all finite rank analytic (& G,)- 
modules, since the latter category may not be closed under extension of 
$3i-modules. 
Let D%X(53~.,, G,) be the full subcategory of DmZ(~~) of cohomologically 
bounded complexes with all cohomology groups in YJ(Qj.,, G,). 
9.4. PROPOSITION. The category %N(S2,, G,) is a full abelian subcategory 
of ‘!Ul(&VJ which is closed under extensions, while the category DY.8(~l~, GO) 
is a triangulated subcategory of D!JJl(@), closed under upper and lower 
truncation functors. 
Proof. We claim that a morphism 4: &Z + 1 with &! and .A’” 
irreducible objects in YJ3(!3J,, G,) is either the zero morphism or an 
isomorphism. This statement is trivially true if J& and k” do not have the 
same support. If they do have the same Go-orbit S as support, then at each 
point x of S the stalk map dX: &X --) Ju; is either zero or an isomorphism. 
Furthermore, the set of x E S for which & = 0 is both open and closed in 
S. Since S is connected, the claim is established. Using this, one can then 
argue as in the proof of Lemma 9.1 to show that W(gA,, G,) is an abelian 
subcategory of mm(&) which is closed under extensions. The proof that 
D!Bl(~~,, G,) is a triangulated subcategory of DYJl(22A)), closed under upper 
and lower truncation, follows exactly as in Proposition 9.2. 
We want to describe certain canonical sets of generators in the categories 
D%X( UA, G,) and D211(53A, G,). By virtue of the definition, DW(~l, G,) has 
the standard (gA, G,)-modules as a set of generators. We want to show 
that DYJl( UI, G,) is generated by minimal globalizations of standard 
Harish-Chandra modules. There are several constructions of standard 
Harish-Chandra modules, and properly interpreted, all of them are equiv- 
alent [20]. The one that is most suitable for our purpose is that given by 
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Beilinson and Bernstein (cf. [ 1,251). In order to describe Beilinson- 
Bernstein standard modules, as well as their minimal globalizations, we 
first need to dispose of certain important technical details. 
We will review some facts on the interplay between G,, and K orbits on 
the flag variety X (cf. [24]). Recall that K is the complexilication of the 
maximal compact subgroup KO of G,. Let g = f 0 B be the Cartan decom- 
position determined by f, and z the corresponding Cartan involution. Let 
(r be the conjugation of g with respect to the real form g,,. Now, let S be 
a GO-orbit. Then there exists XE S, such that b, contains a Cartan sub- 
algebra c of g, which is both z and e stable. We call such a point x 
standard. All pairs (x, c) as above, with x E S, are conjugate under K,. In 
particular the set of all standard x E S forms a K,-orbit. It is equal to the 
intersection S n Q of S and the K-orbit Q containing any standard x E S. 
In this way one gets a one-to-one correspondence between GO-orbits and 
K-orbits. 
We want to describe in more detail the isotropy groups &,, J,, and JO,X 
of a standard point x in G,,, K, and K,, respectively. Let c be a cr, r-stable 
Cartan subalgebra contained in b,. The Cartan subgroup C, of G, corre- 
sponding to c, i.e., the centralizer of c in GO, is cr, z-stable, and hence is a 
direct product of TO = C, n K, and a vector group A,. The group TO is a 
maximal reductive subgroup of J,,X. We can also choose a maximal reduc- 
tive subgroup T of J, so that it has Lie algebra t, which is the complexilica- 
tion of to. Then TO = Tn K,, and every representation of TO extends to T 
in a unique manner. 
9.5. LEMMA. There is a one-to-one correspondence between: (1) finite 
dimensional representations of Bo,,, (2) finite dimensional (b, , C,)-modules, 
(3) finite dimensional (b,, J&-modules, (4) jkite dimensional (b,, TO)- 
modules, (5) finite dimensional holomorphic (b,, J,)-modules, and (6) jinite 
dimensional holomorphic (b,, T)-modules, if we require in all these cases n, 
to act trivially. 
Proof. A representation of a maximal reductive subgroup can be 
extended to the group by letting it be trivial on unipotent radical. The last 
condition implies that representations we refer to are trivial on unipotent 
radicals, and hence equivalent to representations of maximal reductive 
subgroups. We need only to add that the group A, is connected and simply 
connected. 
Thus we may look at a representation L, as above, in many different 
contexts. The analytically induced module 9(x, L) is a (gA, G&module 
precisely when L satisfies the condition of the lemma, and, in addition, c 
acts on L by specialization of ;1+ p to x. In the following we assume this 
is the case. 
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We can attach to L an algebraically induced module Yalg(x, Z.) over the 
sheaf of algebras g:lg of algebraic twisted differential operators on X, with 
support on the closure of the K-orbit Q of x. We briefly sketch this 
construction. For more details we refer the reader to [ 1,2], the appendix 
in [19], and [25]. 
We denote by !JJ(G@g, K) the category of coherent g;‘g-modules 
equipped with an algebraic K-action, and by ‘5R( U,, K)“lg the category of 
algebraic (U,, K)-modules. Then L, regarded as a (b,, I,)-module, canoni- 
cally determines a K-equivariant connection on Q. Define Y”‘g(x, L) in 
!J.ll(~~‘~, K) to be the direct image in the category of quasicoherent Wig- 
modules of this connection. We have that .Plg(x, L) is supported on the 
closure of Q, is a (.58:‘“, K)-module of finite length, and contains a unique 
irreducible submodule j(x, L). Every irreducible object in W(g:lg, K) 
arises in this way. If A is antidominant (i.e., 2(;1, cr)/(cr, a) is not a 
nonnegative integer for all CI E d + ) and regular, then the functor of global 
sections on X establishes an equivalence of the category ‘5R(PJ’g, K) with 
the category !JJI( U,, K)a’g. It follows that the ( U1, K)-module Z(x, L) = 
Z(Pg(x, L)) contains a unique irreducible submodule, namely .Z(x, L) = 
Z(~(X, L)). Conversely, with ,4 antidominant, every irreducible Harish- 
Chandra (U,, K)-module can be uniquely represented as the unique 
irreducible submodule of a Harish-Chandra module of this type. If 
Re(l, a) GO for every positive root tl (which implies that II is antidomi- 
nant) then we shall call a (g, K)-module of the form Z(x, L), as above, a 
standard Harish-Chandra (g, K)-module. Now, let 1 be arbitrary but 
regular, and fix w  such that wi satisfies the above negativity condition. A 
( Ui, K)-module will be called a standard Harish-Chandra (U,, K)-module if 
it is a standard Harish-Chandra module when considered as a ( I!J~,~., K)- 
module. It turns out that these modules are exactly the standard modules 
of the Langlands classification (cf. [23, 201). 
9.6. LEMMA. Minimal globalizations of standard Harish-Chandra 
modules form a set of generators for D’JJ1( U;., G,). 
Proof Suppose first that A satisfies: Re(l, a) 6 0 for a E A +. For a 
(U,, K)-module of the form T(S), B in YJI(g:‘g, K), we define its length as 
the dimension of the support of 9, regarded as an algebraic variety. It 
follows from the discussion above that there is an exact sequence 
O+J(x, L)-+Z(x, L)+H+O, 
with length(H) < length(Z(x, L)) = length(/(x, L)). The sequence remains 
exact after applying the functor ( ) - of minimal globalization, and we 
obtain a triangle 
H-[-l]+.Z(x,L)‘-tZ(x,L)- 
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in O!IR( U2, G,). This shows that a given irreducible is in the subcategory 
generated by globalizations of standard modules together with globaliza- 
tions of modules of shorter length. Thus, an induction reduces the argu- 
ment to showing that the globalization of an irreducible M of minimal 
length is in the subcategory generated by globalizations of standard 
modules. However, such a module is supported on a closed K-orbit, and 
therefore it must be a standard Harish-Chandra module. 
We can now remove the restriction on 2 since, for a general I, the 
categories D9R(Un, G,) and O!IR(U,,, G,) are equivalent, via the 
isomorphism of UA and UWl, and then apply the above argument to 
DWuw,> Go). 
Now, we return to the study of the intertwining functor of Section 6. Let 
a be a simple root and %&: O!IR(gi) -+ DW(g& the intertwining 
functor corresponding to a. Recall the G-invariant projection K: X-r Y of 
X onto the variety of parabolic subalgebras of type a. For y E Y let py be 
the corresponding parabolic, u, the nilpotent radical of pv, and I, = pv/u, 
the “Levi factor” of p,,,. 
9.7. PROPOSITION. The functor .F& restricted to D!JJI(U,, G,), 
establishes an equivalence of categories between D!LQ(~~,, G,) and 
DW%,,,,, Go). 
Proof. By Corollary 6.5, the functor %&: D‘IBI(Q~) + D)132(LBs,,,,,,) is an 
equivalence of categories, with %& being its quasi-inverse. Thus to prove 
the above proposition it is enough to show that %J%) is an object of 
DsW%,,,,,, G,) if % is in D!IJI(g,, G,). Since %m,i is a %functor, it is 
enough to assume that % is a standard (gA, GO)-module. Thus, we assume 
that % is of the form 9(x, L). 
According to Proposition 6.6 and 9.3 and results in Section 8, it is 
enough to show that, for each pair (p, q), Dqz,(%) is a DNF sheaf and 
Dp A,(Dqx,(%)) is a DNF ($&, GO)-module with finite dimensional 
geometric fibers. 
Set X,, = n-‘(y) for y = x(x) and let i, : X, -+ X be the inclusion map. 
The geometric fiber of 6 along X, is the sheaf %y = iy* %. Suppose %y has 
Hausdorff cohomology Hq(X,,, %y). Then the stalk of D4n*(%) at y is 
Hausdorff-in fact it has Hq(X,,, 9,) as its geometric fiber. It follows from 
Propositions 8.4 and 8.7 that D’k,(%) is an analytic (n* &, GO)-module 
induced from H’J(X,,, %y). Let ny,* = nx/ny denote the geometric fiber of the 
sheaf XU (cf. Sect. 6). It follows from Proposition 6.3 and Proposition 8.5 
that if Z is an analytic (n,&, G,)-module, with Hausdorff geometric 
fibers, such that its geometric fiber at y E Y has finite dimensional 
n,,-homology for each y and XEX,, then Dp A,(#‘) is an analytic DNF 
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(g2, GO)-module with finite dimensional geometric fibers. Thus the proof of 
our proposition reduces to the following statement: 
9.8. PROPOSITION. Let p = 9(a, L) be a standard ($&, GO)-module and 
set 8, = i: 5, as above. Then for each y E Y and each x E X,: 
(a) HY( X,,, 5,) is Hausdorff, and 
(b) the n,,,-homology groups of HY(X,, $,) are finite dimensional. 
Before we prove this, we need the information on the structure of Sn X, 
given by Lemma 9.9 below. 
Let P.,,.~=P,.~I~~, q,o=u,.ngo. Set Iv=~.&, and ~y,o=~y,oI~y.o. 
Denote by P,.., the isotropy group of y in Go, and by U-V.o its unipotent 
radical. Set L,,, = P,,,/U,,,,. Then S n X.,, is just an orbit of the action of 
L,,, on the flag manifold X, of I.,. 
9.9. LEMMA. For each y E Y and each Go-orbit S, one of the following 
holds: 
(a) The algebra Il,,o is a real form of I,, in which case S A X, is 
X, r P’, a circle, the complement of a circle, or an open hemisphere. 
(b) The algebra I?., is contained in the Bore/ subaigebra of I, corre- 
sponding to a point x and contains the corresponding nilradical, in which case 
snx,.= {x). 
(c) The algebra I,,, is contained in the Bore1 subalgebra of I,, corre- 
sponding to x’ #x and contains the corresponding nilradical, in which case 
Sn Xl.= X,.\{x’}. 
Proof. Since the conclusions of the lemma are invariant under the Go- 
action we may assume that X, contains a standard x, that is, one for which 
6, contains a Cartan subalgebra c which is both u and z invariant. Thus, 
we assume x is standard and c is such a subalgebra. We have 6, = c + n, 
where A,: is a positive root system for c and n, is the sum of the corre- 
sponding positive root spaces. Also, uy, the unipotent radical of p-v is the 
sum of the positive root spaces not equal to ga* or gem*. We say 
(a) a, is compact if UU,= -u, (resp. zcr,=u,) and garc f; 
(b) ~1, is noncompact if ga, = -OL, (resp. TCI, = a,) and grr,c a; 
(c) 01, is real if BcI, = a, (resp. zc1, = -a); 
(d) a, is complex if ~a, # f a, (resp. 7,t( # *a,). 
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In the first three cases I, = c 0 9”” 0 g-“” is o-stable. This implies that B 
induces an involution on I, for which I,, is the set of invariants. In this 
case, I,,o is a real form of I,. Then the factor of L,,. which acts effectively 
on X, is, up to a covering, a real form of SL,(@), or is equal to SL:(R). 
The possible orbits of the action of such a group on the flag manifold 
X, z P’ are as indicated in (a). 
If ~1, is complex, then, since either ~(a,) or -a(a,) is a positive root, 
exactly one of a(guX) and o(gmaX) is a positive root space not equal to gaX 
or g-“x and, hence, is contained in u,. If this is a(g”l), then 
(u + a(u): u E gRx} is contained in pY n go and so its image in 1, lies in Iy,O; 
however, this is also the image of gaX in I,. On the other hand, I,,o does not 
contain the image of g-“” in I,, since g-*” is not contained in u,. Thus, I,,, 
contains the unipotent radical of the Bore1 subalgebra of I, corresponding 
to the point x. It is, in turn, contained in this Bore1 subalgebra, for 
otherwise it would contain the image of g-*: The L,,-orbit of x in this 
case is just the point (xl. 
If it is -~(a,) which is a positive root, then I,,0 contains the image of 
9 --Olr and is contained in the corresponding Bore1 subalgebra. This is the 
Bore1 subalgebra of 1, corresponding to another point x’ E X,. In this case, 
the L,-orbit of x is the complement of {x’}. 
Proof of Proposition 9.8. The subsets of X,, described in Lemma 9.9 
form the possible supports of FY, which is a locally free finite rank 
QY-module, when restricted to its support. In each case, the cohomology 
groups Hq(Xy , FY) are well understood and are known to be Hausdorff 
topological vector spaces which vanish except in degrees 0 and 1. This 
completes the proof of Proposition 9.8(a). 
To prove part (b) we will exhibit the n,,-homology groups of 
Hq(Xy, FY) as the E2 term of a certain spectral sequence. Consider the 
double complex K-p,q = T(K,(n,,, GSq(FY))), obtained by applying the 
Koszul complex for n,, to the Tech resolution of pY. This double complex 
is regular, as it lies entirely in the second quadrant. Because cohomology 
vanishes in degrees other than 0 and 1, the spectral sequence of the first 
filtration degenerates at stage two. For the two filtrations we have 
‘ET”‘= Hp(ny,x, Hq(xy, Fy)) 
and 
“E;pvq = Hq(X,, Hp(ny,.+ Fy)). 
Thus, to prove Proposition 9.8(b), it is enough to show that the sheaves 
HP(%W FY) have finite dimensional cohomology on X. 
The sheaves H,( nY, x, FY) are well understood and are easily computed 
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using standard techniques on the flag manifold of sI,(@) (for completeness 
of this and several other arguments, we shall carry out these calculations 
in Appendix B). They are nonvanishing only in degrees 0 and 1, have finite 
dimensional stalks, and are locally constant on the &,-orbits of XY. 
It follows that each such sheaf has a finite filtration such that each of 
the corresponding subquotients is supported on a single orbit and is 
locally constant with finite dimensional stalks on that orbit. Given the 
possible orbits (Lemma 9.9) such a sheaf obviously has finite dimensional 
cohomology. This completes the proof of Proposition 9.8. 
We end this section by directly computing the action of the intertwining 
functor zE~-,.~, on a &-module 3(a, L) in a situation that will be of crucial 
importance in the next section. 
Let a E X be a standard point and choose a 0, r-stable Cartan subalgebra 
c in b,. The weight 2+p in b* specializes to J,+p, in c*. If L is an 
irreducible (c, C,)-module with weight 1, + pU, then induction at a gives a 
?Ji,-module ?F(a, L). On the other hand, let h be the point determined by 
the condition that b,, be the span of c and the root spaces for the system 
of positive roots (s(a) A+),. Then the weight s(cr)%+p specializes at h to 
We obtain a (c, C,)-module L(a) with this weight by setting L(a) = g”“@ L, 
since gab has weight clb= -a,. Thus, we obtain a 233,,,,-module 
F(E) = 9(6, L(a)) by inducing L(N) from b. 
9.10. PROPOSITION. Zf a, is complex, 0~1, E A,+, and ,I is dominant with 
respect to c1 (i.e., 2(1, ~)/(a, a) $ - IV), there is a natural isomorphism 
~~-,.).(~)~~(M) [l]. 
Proof: Let S, and Sb denote the Go-orbits of a and 6, respectively. 
The choice of M corresponds to case (b) of Lemma 9.9. Thus S, n XJ = {a} 
and S,nX,,=X,,\{a}. Hence W”=i-TF is supported at {a}, and 
HP(X, @-) = “w; if p = 0, and is zero otherwise. Globally this means that 
D”n,(F) = 0 for positive p. In view of Proposition 6.6, our statement is 
equivalent to the assertion that Dp A,n,(F) vanishes unless p = - 1, in 
which case it is isomorphic to B(a). 
Recall that an analytic (53s)s(Xjl, G,)-module of finite rank is determined 
on each G,-orbit by its geometric fiber at a point of the orbit. The sheaf 
Dp A,Tc*(~) has geometric fiber at XEX-,. equal to H-p(n,.,r, YV~)“, where 
v = (s(a),?), +p,. By Go-invariance we need only to look at x = a and 
x = b. We claim that 
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Ho(n.y,x, way=0 for x=a, b 
K(ny,xt Wa)“=O for x = a, 
Hl(ny,x, “Ilr,)’ = L(a) as a (c, &)-module for x= b. 
In fact, the assumptions on 1 imply that m = 2( A + p, a)/< u, a) = 
2(1, a)/(a, a) + 1 is not a nonpositive integer. Thus, the statements are 
consequences of standard sl,(C) n-homology computations. For complete- 
ness, we will do these explicitly in Appendix B. 
From the above, it follows that Do d,n,(p) vanishes, while 
D-’ d,rcJF) is supported on the orbit S6 and is induced from the (c, Co)- 
module L(a) at the point b. Thus, it is naturally isomorphic to Y(b, L(a)). 
This completes the proof. 
10. THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section we accomplish our main goal, which is to prove that the 
functors DA and DT establish an equivalence of the categories D’ilR( UA, Go) 
and D!JJl(~~,, Go). We already know that DA and Df establish an equiv- 
alence of the categories D!Vl(U,) and D!JJl(Q2). So we need only show 
that DT maps a generating set of D%l(.&, Go) to a generating set of 
D%Jl( UA, Go). Because of the intertwining functor and Proposition 9.7, it is 
enough to show this for I in a given fixed Weyl chamber. We also use the 
intertwining functor to reduce the problem to looking at induced modules 
which are supported on orbits of a particular kind and, ultimately, to a 
construction of discrete series modules due to Schmid [32]. We begin the 
proof with a discussion of Schmid’s result. 
We assume that rank(G,) = rank(K,). By definition, we can then choose 
a (T, r-stable Cartan subalgebra c of g contained in I (cf. Sect. 9). Any Bore1 
subalgebra 6, containing c is determined by choice of a set of positive roots 
A(c)+ inside the root system A(c) of c in g. The isotropy group of x in Go 
is the compact Cartan subgroup Co of Go corresponding to c. We note that 
Co is contained in Ko. The Go-orbit S of x is open. The K-orbit Q of x 
coincides with its Ko-orbit and is therefore closed in X. Every open Go-orbit 
(equivalently, every closed K-orbit) arises in this way. 
Fix x as above and let 9 =3(x, L) be a standard (?&, Go)-module. 
Since il, + pX lifts to a character of a compact Cartan subgroup Co, Iz, is 
real, in the sense that it has real inner product with every root. We assume 
that (A, cr) < 0 for M. E A+. We recall from the structure theory that, in this 
case, Co is connected and hence abelian. In particular L is a character 
of co. 
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10.1. PROPOSITION. Under the above assumptions, the cohomology groups 
H@(X, 9:) vanish unless q = codim, Q, in which case Hq(X, 9) is the mini- 
mal globalization of the standard Harish-Chandra module I(x, L). 
Proof With minor modifications, this is essentially the result of 
Schmid’s thesis [32]. The restriction 5!’ of F to S is a sheaf of sections 
of a holomorphic G,-homogeneous vector bundle defined on S, and 
HY(X, F)r Hz(S, 55’) as G,-modules. Let Z* denote the sheaf of 
holomorphic sections of the dual bundle, and Q the sheaf of sections of top 
dimensional holomorphic forms on S. Under some additional assumptions 
on i it is shown in [32] that H9(S, -49*@Q) = 0, unless q = dim, Q, in 
which case H9(S, Y* 0 Sz) is a Frechet globalization of the (discrete series) 
Harish-Chandra module Z(x, L)* contragredient to Z(x, L). A careful 
examination of the argument in [32] shows that H9(S, Y* @Q) is actually 
the maximal globalization of Z(x, L). The above-mentioned additional con- 
dition on % can be removed using, by now standard, tensoring techniques 
(cf. [42]). Serre’s duality theorem [35, Sect. 3, Thtoreme 21 now implies 
that, for each q, Hq(X, 9)~ Hz(S, U) is the topological dual of 
Hmpq(S, dp* @a). The proposition follows: the continuous dual of the 
maximal globalization is the minimal globalization of the contragredient 
Harish-Chandra module. 
For the purpose of certain inductive arguments, we need a version of 
Proposition 10.1 in a slightly more general situation. We drop the assump- 
tions of connectedness and semisimplicity on Go. Instead we require that 
G, is in the Harish-Chandra class, i.e., 
(a) G, is reductive; 
(b) Ad(Go) = Ad(g); 
(c) G, has finite number of connected components; 
(d) the analytic subgroup of G, corresponding to [g,,, go] has finite 
center. 
Each such G, contains a maximal compact subgroup K,, which meets 
every connected component of G, [lS, Sect. 33. 
Note that G, may have a nontrivial vector group in its center. If this is 
the case, a Cartan subgroup of KO cannot be a Cartan subgroup of G,. In 
what follows, the equal rank condition of Proposition 10.1 is replaced by 
the condition that the anisotropic component ‘Go of Go has the same rank 
as K,. Recall that ‘Go is, by definition, the maximal subgroup of Go on 
which every continuous positive multiplicative character is trivial. The 
group Go decomposes as a direct product of the vector group factor of its 
center and ‘Go. Thus the center of ‘Go is compact, and K, c ‘Go. In this 
case, as c, we choose a 6, r-stable Cartan subalgebra of g containing a 
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o, t-stable Cartan subalgebra of I and, as x, we choose any point for which 
b, contains c. The Cartan subgroup C,, of G,, corresponding to c, which is 
also the stabilizer of x in Go, is in general no longer connected or abelian. 
Let K be the complexification of &. We denote by S (resp. Q) the 
Go-orbit (resp. K-orbit) of x. As before, S is open, Q is compact, and K0 
acts transitively on Q. We emphasize that in general S and Q are not 
connected. We can define Z(x, L) and 9 =9(x, L) as before. Here L is an 
irreducible (b,, &)-module, with the action of 6, determined by I, + pX. 
10.2. PROPOSITION. If G, is a group in the Harish-Chandra class for 
which ‘Go and K, have the same rank and if x is chosen as above, then the 
cohomology groups Hq(X, 9) vanish unless q = codimc Q, in which case 
Hq(X, 9) is the minimal globalization of the standard Harish-Chandra 
module I(x, L). 
Proof: Schmid’s proof of 10.1 applies without change if Go is connected 
and reductive with compact center. If Go is connected and reductive with 
a nontrivial vector component in its center, we may simply apply this result 
to Hq(X, 9) and Z(x, L) regarded as ‘Go-modules. If Go is not connected, 
we first need to consider an intermediate group (Go)+ = Z. (Go)‘, where Z 
is the centralizer, in Go, of its connected component of identity (Go)‘. Since 
Co contains Z, the extension to (Go)+ causes no problems. Finally, the 
extension from (Go)+ to Go is just a finite induction (cf. [ 18, Sect. 27)). The 
corresponding extension on the level of standard modules has been carried 
out in the appendix of [19]. 
We now return to our usual conditions on Go (i.e., connected, semi- 
simple, and finite center) but drop the equal rank assumption. We fix an 
arbitrary o, r-stable Cartan subalgebra c c g. We decompose c into a direct 
sum t 0 a of 1 and ( - l)-eigenspaces of t. A root in d(c) is called a t-root 
if its restriction to a is zero. Let b, be a Bore1 subalgebra containing c. We 
say that b, is of Langlands type, if for every a, E A: which is not a t-root 
(i.e., either real or complex) we have (TCL,E A:. The direct sum of root 
spaces corresponding to such roots forms a a-stable ideal u of n,. The nor- 
malizer p of u in g is a a-stable parabolic subalgebra of g containing b,. 
We note that u is the nilpotent radical of p. If M is the Lie subalgebra 
generated by t and t-root spaces, and 1 = m@ a, then p = I@ u and 
p = m 0 a@ u are the Levi and Langlands decompositions of p, respec- 
tively. 
Let PO be the real parabolic subalgebra of Go corresponding to p, i.e., the 
normalizer of p in Go. On the level of groups, we have the decompositions: 
PO = Lo U, = MoAo U,, where Lo is the centralizer of a in Go, U. is the 
unipotent radical of PO, and Ao, MO are the split and anisotropic com- 
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ponents of L,. Also, K,, n M, is a maximal compact subgroup of M, and 
T,, the centralizer of t in M,, is a compact Cartan subgroup of M,, which 
is contained in K, n MO. Thus, P, is a cuspidal parabolic subalgebra of G,. 
Consider the (projective) variety Y consisting of the parabolic sub- 
algebras of g which are conjugate under G to p. Let y be the point of Y 
parametrizing p. Thus p = p,.. Let 7~: X -+ Y be the natural projection. The 
fiber X,. = rr ‘(v) can be regarded, in a natural way, as the flag variety of 
p/u 2 I. We want to describe the restriction of rc to the Go-orbit S and to 
the K-orbit Q of x. We have: x(S)&? G,/P,r K,/K,n L,. On the other 
hand, SnX, is the &,-orbit of x, and the stabilizer of x in L, is T,,A,. 
Similarly, rc(Q) 2 K/J), where J, is reductive (its Lie algebra is f (3 1). It 
follows that n(Q) is afline and open and dense in Y. Moreover, X(S) is a 
real compact form of X(Q), and therefore a compact Stein set. Finally, 
QnX,, is the K,nl,-orbit of x. 
As we have mentioned above, X, can be regarded as the flag variety of 
1. Now, L, is a Lie group in the Harish-Chandra class with complexilied 
Lie algebra 1 (cf. [ 18, Sect. 4]), L, n K, is its maximal compact subgroup, 
and ‘Lo and ‘L,n K. have equal rank. Proposition 10.2 is therefore 
applicable in this situation. To make the statement precise, we first note 
that the abstract Cartan subalgebras of g and 1 are naturally isomorphic; 
in what follows we do not distinguish between them. Next, we identify, as 
we may, the root system d(c, I) of c in I with the set of t-roots in d(c). We 
write P.~ = h + P,.,, where P,,~ is one-half of the sum of positive t-roots. 
The fact that b, is of Langlands type implies that pl,t and p,,, vanish on 
a and t, respectively. 
Let L be an irreducible (b,, Co)-module such that its differential is of the 
form I, + p-X, where A., satisfies 
(L E.Y> <o for every t-root ~1, E A,+. (10.1) 
In view of the above remark, (10.1) implies that (2, + p,,,, cr,) ~0, for 
every t-root LX, E A,f . This allows us to define the standard Harish-Chandra 
modules Z(Q n X,, x, L), and standard sheaves y(S n X,., x, L), in the 
context of I, Lo, and L, n K,. Proposition 10.2 now asserts that: 
10.3. LEMMA. Hq(X,.,9(SnX,,,x, L))=O, unless q=dimX,.-dim(QnX,), 
in which case HY( X,., 9(S n X,,, x, L)) is the minimal globalization of 
Z(Q n X,,, .Y, L). 
Let us now investigate the cohomology groups HY(X, 9) of an induced 
(gA, Go)-module 9 = 9(x, L) under the conditions outlined above; that is, 
1 satislies (lO.l), 6, is of Langlands type, and L is an irreducible (b,, C,)- 
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module. There exists a spectral sequence, namely the Leray spectral 
sequence of the projection rc: X+ Y such that 
EP.q=HP(Y,Rqn*(~))~HP+q(X,~) (10.2) 
(cf. [7, Chap. IV, Sect. 6; 15, Chap. 3, Sect.71). Since Oqz,(9) has a 
Hausdorff geometric fiber V= Hq(Xy, 9(S n X,,, x, L)) at y, it is obtained 
by analytic induction from K Thus R%, (9) g 9(y, V), where 9(y, V) 
denotes the induced module (cf. Sect. 8). By Lemma 10.3, V= 0, unless 
q = dim X, - dim(Q n X,), in which case it is the minimal globalization of 
1(Q n X,, x, L). Since dim X,, - dim( Q n X,) = c(S) = dim X- dim Q, it 
follows that the spectral sequence (10.2) degenerates, and 
H’(X, 5) = Hq--r@)( Y, 9(V)). 
10.4. LEMMA. Let V be an analytic DNF L,-module supported on x(S). 
Then HP( Y, 3( y, V)) = 0 for p > 0. 
Proof. Note that HP(n(S), 0) = 0 for p > 0, since a(S) is a compact 
Stein set. 
Suppose now that V is a restriction to L, of an analytic G,-module. Then 
Y(Y? VI g (@,6J V)I?w in a canonical G$nvariant way. We claim that, in 
this case, HP( Y, 9(V)) = HP(n(S), 8, @ V) = 0 for p> 0. In fact, let 
%*(0,) be the Tech resolution of 0,. Then %*(6,) @ V is a resolution of 
0,& V by a complex of fine, hence acyclic, DNF sheaves. Therefore 
HP(n(S), O,@ V) = HP(r(n(S), V*(Q) 63 V)). Since f(rc(S), 0,) + 
T(n(S), %‘*(O,)) is an exact complex of DNF spaces, so is r(n(S), 0,) 6 V 
+ r(rr(S), %*(Lo,)) & V. The operations of completed tensor product 
and global sections over compact sets commute for DNF sheaves (cf. 
Lemma 3.6), and we conclude that the complex Z(rc(S), 0, 6 V) + 
Z(rc(S), %Z*(O,) @ V) is exact. This proves the claim. 
Now, let V be an arbitrary analytic DNF Lo-module. Then, via 
evaluation at y, V is a quotient of the analytic DNF G,-module 
F,(V) = r(n(S), 9( y, V)). Continuing, we get a left resolution F*(V) + V 
of V by analytic DNF G,-modules. By inducing at y, we get a resolution 
9( y, F*(V)) + 9( y, V) of 9( y, V) by acyclic sheaves. Since the functor 
Z(z(S), -) has finite cohomological dimension, it follows that 9( y, V) is 
acyclic. 
Thus we have shown that, under assumption (lO.l), Hq(X, 9) = 0, 
unless q = c(S) = codim Q, in which case it is isomorphic, as a topological 
Go-module, to r(z(S), X( y, U w  )), where U - = HccS)(Xy, Y(Sn X,,, x, L)) 
is the minimal globalization of the Harish-Chandra module U= 
r(X,,, Jalg(Q n X,, x, L)). In particular, Hc’S)(X, 9) is an analytic DNF 
Go-module. 
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It is quite easy to identify T(rr(S), Y( U - )). View U - as a P,-module, 
by letting the unipotent radical act trivially, and consider the space 
Ind( U - ) consisting of real analytic functions f: G, + U - which satisfy 
f( gp) = p ~ ‘f(g) for g E G,, p E P,. The group G, acts on Ind( U - ) by left 
translations. Since n(S) = G,/Po, Ind( U - ) is isomorphic, as a topological 
Go-module, to Z’(n(S), Y(y, U “)). The functor Ind is the “classical” 
(unnormalized) parabolic induction functor. It has several variants. For 
example, U - can be replaced by a Banach space globalization U” of U, 
and ‘tf real analytic” can be substituted by ‘If continuous.” Topologize the 
resulting space Ind( U A ) by “sup on K,” norm. In this way Ind( U A ) 
becomes a Banach space representation of G,,. The underlying Harish- 
Chandra module is independent of the globalization of U, and of a 
particular topological or functional analytic variant of Ind. In fact, it 
can be constructed intrinsically in terms of U-one such realization will be 
presented below-and is denoted here by Ind(U). 
Now, Ind( U - ) is contained in the space of analytic vectors in a 
Banach space globalization Ind( U h ) of Ind(U). Therefore, by Proposi- 
tion 7.3, Ind(U -) is the minimal globalization of Ind(U). Consider the 
Harish-Chandra module Z(X, L) = Z-(X, XJ”‘~(X, L)). We have a string 
of (g, K)-invariant identifications: Z(x, L) E qx, Pyx, L)) E r(?T(Q), 
rcn*(Yalg(x, ,5)la)). If we note that the geometric stalk of Y”lg(x, L) at y is 
U and that n(Q) = K/J,,, then we conclude that Z(x, L) is the space of 
J,-invariants in Cn$O U. Here Co? denotes the ring of regular functions on 
K, and J.V acts on Co?@ U by tensor product of the right translation 
representation on the first factor, and the natural action on the second. 
An application of the Peter-Weyl theorem shows that the space of 
J,,-invariants in 02 0 U is isomorphic to the Harish-Chandra module of 
Ind( U - ). Consequently, Z(x, L) g Ind( U). We collect the above results in 
the following proposition. 
10.5. PROPOSITION. Assume that x E X is of Langlands type and that L is 
an irreducible (b,, Co)-module satisfying condition ( 10.1). Then the cohomol- 
ogy groups H“‘(X, 9) of the standard (gl, G,)-module B = Z(x, L) vanish 
unless q = c(S) = dim X- dim Q. Moreover, H”“(X, 9) is the minimal 
globalization of the HarishkChandra module Z(x, L). 
We now impose the following condition on a regular 2 E b*: 
Re(1, cr) ~0 for CLEA+. (10.3) 
Let 9 = 9(x, L) be an arbitrary standard (&, G,)-module. Our goal is to 
prove an analogue of Proposition 10.5 in this situation. 
Recall that the Bore1 subalgebra 6, is determined by a pair (c, AZ), 
where c is a c, r-stable Cartan subalgebra of g, and A,+ is a system of 
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positive roots in d(c). Recall also from the previous section the notions of 
various types of roots in d(c) (i.e., complex, real, etc.), as well as the 
decomposition c = t @a. It will be convenient to denote 1, by another 
symbol, say y. 
10.6. LEMMA. Zf I satisfies (10.3), there exists a sequence of positive root 
systems {~kllskCm of A(c) with the following properties: 
(a) z,=A:; 
(b) For every k<m- 1, Zk+l is obtained from Zk by reflection about 
a complex root ljk EZ~, simple for Ck, with the property that u(/?~) $ Cr.; 
(c) Z,,, is of Langlands type. Moreover, (y, 8) < 0 for every t-root 
BEZl?l> and Re( y + ay, /.I) < 0 for every /I E C, which is real and complex. 
A proof of this lemma, in a different but equivalent formulation, is given 
in [20]. 
Denote by Sk and Qk the Go and K-orbits of the point xk E X determined 
by c and Ek. Let ak E A + be the abstract simple root, whose specialization 
at xk is pk. By Pk E c* we denote the specialization of p at xk. We note that 
pk - pi iS a sum of rOOtS and therefore lifts canonically to a one-dimen- 
sional &module @(Pk - p,). Finally, set w(k) = s(c(k- 1). . . s(aI) for k 2 2, 
and w(l)=e. 
Define Fk=y(xk, L@C@(pk-PI)). This is a standard ($Swckjl, G,)- 
module supported on Sk. Similarly, zk = T(X, $a’e(~k, L @ @(pk - pI)) is a 
@?u(k)l, K)-module. For k = 1 this is the standard Harish-Chandra module 
$6 Lc). 
10.7. LEMMA. For each q, we have H4(X, &) z H4-‘(X, pk+ 1). 
Proof. By Proposition 9.10 the intertwining functor Ycak, w(k + ijl) 
associates Fk[ 1 ] to Fk + i . We appeal now to Theorem 5.4 and Proposi- 
tion 6.4 to conclude that H*(X, Fk[ 11) %‘H*(X, pk+ ,), which is equivalent 
to the statement of the lemma. 
Now, by Lemma 10.6, x, is of Langlands type, and condition (10.1) is 
satisfied. Thus we can apply Proposition 10.5 to conclude that Hq(X, SQ 
vanishes, unless q = c(S,), in which case it is the minimal globalization of 
I,,,. Now, it is shown in [20] that all.Ik are isomorphic as Ha&h-Chandra 
modules. It is also a known fact about the structure of K-orbits on X that 
dim Qk+i = dim Qk + 1 (cf. [39,20]). We can now deduce the following 
proposition. 
10.8. PROPOSITION. Zf (10.3) is satisfied, 9 =9(x, L) is a standard 
(CSA, G,)-module, and S is the Go-orbit of x, then the hypercohomology of 
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R[c(S)] vanishes in degrees different from zero, and H’(X, FCC(S)]) is the 
minimal globalization of the standard module I(x, L). 
We have now all the ingredients to prove our main theorem. 
10.9. THEOREM. lf 1 E Ij* is regular, then the functors DA and DT 
establish an equivalence of the categories D‘%R(U,, Go) and D%R(9~,, Go). 
Proof In view of Proposition 9.7 and the fact that intertwining functors 
commute with localization, it is enough to show the theorem for any par- 
ticular element in the Weyl group orbit of 2. Thus we may assume that 1 
satisfies (10.3). Proposition 10.8 now asserts that DT maps a generating 
set of the triangulated category DmZ(~j., Go) onto a generating set of 
the triangulated category D!JJI(U,, Go). The proof follows now from 
Theorem 5.4, and the fact that DT is a Sfunctor. 
As an application of the above theorem we get an alternate characteriza- 
tion of minimal globalizations of Harish-Chandra modules, in terms of 
analyticity and finiteness of n-homology. 
10.10. PROPOSITION. (a) A minimal globalization of a Harish-Chandra 
module with infinitesimal character 4;. has finite dimensional n-homology for 
every maximal nilpotent subalgebra n of g. 
(b) Conversely, if M, is a DNF analytic (U*, Go)-module with finite 
dimensional n-homology for every maximal nilpotent subalgebra n of g then 
M, is a minimal globalization of a Harish-Chandra module. 
Proof Assume that M, is a minimal globalization of its Harish- 
Chandra module. Then M, is DNF and analytic. By Theorem 10.9 each 
localization A,(M,) is an analytic (Sin, Go)-module with finite dimen- 
sional-hence Hausdorff-geometric fibers. It follows from Proposition 8.5 
that H,(n, M,) ‘+P is finite dimensional. Since we can replace L by any 
of its Weyl group conjugates we see that all n-homologies are finite 
dimensional. 
Now suppose that M, is a DNF analytic ( Un, Go)-module with finite 
dimensional n-homologies. We deduce from the proof of Proposition 8.5 
that A,(M,) is an analytic (L2>., Go)-module with finite dimensional 
geometric fibers. Thus, by Proposition 9.3, Dp A(M,) is an object in 
9JI(gA, Go) for each p. Consequently by our main theorem 
M, g D’lJDA(M,)) is an object in IlJz (U,, Go). Thus the statement of the 
proposition follows from the lemma below. 
10.11. LEMMA. Suppose that a module M in YlI(U,, Go) lifts to a 
representation of Go. Then the set of K-finite vectors in M is a Harish- 
Chandra module and M is its minimal globalization. 
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Proof: A simple induction reduces the proof to the following statement: 
Let 0 + M, + M+ M2 + 0 be an exact sequence of G,-modules in 
!JR( UA, G,), where M, and M2 are minimal globalizations. Then M is a 
minimal globalization. To prove this, we note that we get an exact 
sequence of the underlying spaces of K-finite vectors. For M1 and M2 these 
are Harish-Chandra modules and so it follows that this is true of M as well. 
By exactness of the minimal globalization functor (cf. Proposition 7.3) we 
get an exact sequence 0 + M, + M’ + M, + 0, where M’ is the minimal 
globalization of the Harish-Chandra module of M. There is also a 
morphism M’ + M which makes the diagram below commutative: 
O-M,--+ M-M,--+0 
I I I 0-itI,-M’-M,-0. 
Since the left and right vertical arrows in this diagram are identities the 
middle arrow is an algebraic isomorphism. By the open mapping theorem 
it must be a topological isomorphism. This concludes the proof of the 
lemma. 
As we have mentioned in the introduction, there is a formal resemblance 
between the kinds of sheaves arising from localization of analytic 
Go-modules and the sheaves on X which are constructible with respect 
to the stratification induced by the G,-action. We now describe this 
connection. 
Assume first that I = -p. Then 9* = Kp is nothing but the sheaf 9 of 
differential operators, wth holomorphic coefficients, on X. For a $&module 
.M we denote by DR(.M) the de Rkam complex of 4’: 
Here Qk denotes the sheaf of holomorphic differential forms on X of degree 
k. If .M is an analytic (9, G,)-module of finite rank, the holomorphic 
Poincare lemma implies that the cohomology of the above complex is non- 
vanishing only in degree zero, where it is the sheaf &Z9 of flat local sections 
of J. It is not difficult to check that J9 is G,-equivariant and construc- 
tible with respect to the stratification X of X induced by the G,-action. The 
canonical 5%module structure on 0 induces one on 0 @A9 and the 
morphism 0 @ JZ~ + Jt is an isomorphism of $&modules. 
Assume now that 9 is a X-constructible sheaf of complex vector spaces. 
Then 9 is in a natural way a DNF sheaf. In fact, if K is compact and U 
open and Kc U, then the restriction map ZJ U, 9) + r(K, 9) has finite 
range (this follows from Wilder’s “(P, Q) property,” satisfied by construc- 
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tible sheaves). Thus r(K, 9) is DNF, as an inductive limit of a countable 
system of finite dimensional spaces. For Kc K’ compact, the map 
r( U, 9) -+ T(K, 9) is clearly continuous. 
Since F is a DNF sheaf, so is JZ = 009, which is regarded as a 
$&module, via the Smodule structure on 0. If 9 is G,-equivariant, then 
.& is an analytic (9, G,)-module of finite rank. We recover 9 from & as 
the subsheaf J9 of flat local sections. Conversely, if we start with an 
analytic (9, Go)-module A, then the isomorphism 0 04” + JZ is 
topological. We have therefore shown the following proposition. 
10.12. PROPOSITION. The functor A? -+ AB is an equivalence of the 
category of analytic (9, G,)-modules A? of finite rank, and the category of 
X-constructible G,-equivariant sheaves of complex vector spaces. The inverse 
functor is given by F -+ Lo @ 9. 
If ;1+ p is a weight of a finite dimensional representation of 
G-equivalently, if I + p determines a global line bundle 9’ on X-then the 
above proposition can be generalized to the case of 9*. For a general twist, 
however, we are not aware of an analogue of the functor of taking flat local 
sections, which would allow us to identify analytic (9$., G,)-modules of 
finite rank with constructible sheaves. However, the above result suggests 
that the notion of an analytic (LB)., G,)-module of finite rank is a good sub- 
stitute for the notion of an X-constructible G,-equivariant sheaf of complex 
vector spaces-the former notion makes sense for arbitrary 1 and yields a 
category equivalent to that determined by the latter notion in the case 
A= -p. 
APPENDIX A: TOPOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
For a great number of reasons it is important that most of the topologi- 
cal vector spaces we deal with in this paper belong to the category of 
strong duals of nuclear Frechet spaces. We shall call nuclear Frechet spaces 
NF spaces and strong duals of nuclear Frechet spaces DNF spaces. In this 
section we gather the basic facts, mostly well known, about these spaces 
that we shall use throughout the paper. 
A.l. The category of NF spaces is closed under passing to closed 
subspaces, separated quotients, countable projective limits, and completed 
tensor products [31, III, 7.4, 7.53. 
A.2. Each NF space is Ptak [31, IV, 8.01, barreled [31, II, 7.11, 
reflexive, and in fact, Monte1 [31, IV, 5.6 and III, 7.21. 
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A.3. By duality, the category of DNF spaces is also closed under 
passing to closed subspaces and separated quotients as well as countable 
separated inductive limits and completed tensor products. 
A.4. Each DNF space is reflexive and, hence, barreled [31, IV, 5.61 
and Ptak [31, IV, 8.0) as well as nuclear 131, IV, 9.6). 
We denote the completed projective tensor product of two topological 
vector spaces E and F by E @I F. 
AS. If E is an NF space (resp. a DNF space), then I;+ E &I F is an 
exact functor from NF spaces to NF spaces (resp. from DNF spaces 
to DNF spaces). Furthermore, there is a natural isomorphism 
E & F-P L(E’, F), where L(E’, F) is the space of continuous linear trans- 
formations from the strong dual E’ of E to F [31, IV, 9.4, Cor. 1 and 
Cor. 23. 
A topological homomorphism between two topological vector spaces is 
a linear map which is continuous and is an open map onto its image. A 
quotient map is, by definition of the topology on the quotient, a topologi- 
cal homomorphism. Furthermore, any topological homomorphism is the 
composition of a quotient map and an inclusion. We need a number of 
results telling us when we can be sure a map is a topological 
homomorphism. 
The most general form of the open mapping theorem tells us that a 
surjection from a Ptak space onto a barreled space is a topological 
homomorphism [31, IV, 8.3, Cor. 1). Similarly, every map from a barreled 
space to a Ptak space which has a closed graph is continuous. From the 
above properties of NF and DNF spaces we have: 
A.6. Every continuous linear map between two NF or two DNF 
spaces is a topological homomorphism if it has closed range. 
A.7. Every linear map between two NF or two DNF spaces is 
continuous if it has a closed graph. 
A.8. PROPOSITION. Let a: E + F be a continuous map of complexes of NF 
spaces or DNF spaces. If for some p, the induced map on cohomology, 
a*: H”(E) -+ HP(F), is surjective, then it is also a topological homo- 
morphism. 
Proof: The hypothesis means that the map 
a@& ZP(E)@FPwl+ZP(F) 
is surjective. Since Zp(F) is closed in FP, the open mapping theorem 
applies and we conclude that a 0 a is open. If we compose this with the 
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quotient map ZP(F) -+ HP(F), then we have a continuous open map 
/3: ZP(E) @ FPp ’ -+ HP(F). Since the kernel of /3 contains BP(E)@ FP- *, 
/? factors as a quotient map followed by a*: HP(E*) + Hp(F*) which is 
therefore also an open map. 
A.9. COROLLARY [29, Lemma 1 bis]. Zf a map between complexes of 
DNF spaces is a quasi-isomorphism in the algebraic sense, then it is also a 
quasi-isomorphism in the sense of complexes of topological vector 
spaces-that is, the induced maps on cohomology will be topological as well 
as algebraic isomorphisms. 
Recall the definition of a distinguished triangle [4, Chap. 1; 381. 
A.lO. PROPOSITION. Zf E -+ F + G is a distinguished triangle of com- 
plexes of NF (resp. DNF) spaces and if HP(G) is Hausdorff, then 
HP(E) -+ HP(F) is a topological homomorphism. 
Proof: By the hypothesis that E -+ F + G is a distinguished triangle and 
the corollary, we may assume without loss of generality that G is the cone 
C(a) over the map a: E--f F. Recall that C(a) is defined so that 
CP(a) = Ep+’ @ FP with boundary map given by f @ g --) 8f 0 (uf - dg): 
EP@FP-‘-+EP+l @Fp. Thus, the hypothesis that HP(G) is Hausdorff 
means that this map has closed range in EP + ’ @ FP. Since (0) 0 FP is also 
closed in Ep+ ’ @ FP and the intersection of closed subspaces is closed, we 
conclude that the map f 0 g + af - 8g: ZP(E) @ FP- ’ + Zp(F) also has 
closed range and, hence, is a topological homomorphism. Now the range 
of this map clearly contains BP(F) and so it remains a topological 
homomorphism if we compose it with the quotient ZP(F) + HP(F). Thus, 
we have a topological homomorphism ZP(E) @ FP- ’ + HP(F). This 
clearly factors through a*: HP(E) --, HP(F) and the latter map has the 
same range. We conclude that a* is also a topological homomorphism. 
A.1 1. COROLLARY. Let 0 -+ E -+ F+ G -+ 0 be a short exact sequence of 
complexes of NF (resp. DNF) spaces. Let A + B -+ C be any three 
consecutive terms in the associated long exact sequence. Zf C is Hausdorff; 
then A -+ B is a topological homomorphism. Zf, in addition, A -+ B has closed 
kernel, then B is Hausdorff 
Proof: The first statement follows from the preceding proposition, the 
fact that any short exact sequence of complexes gives rise to a distinguished 
triangle, and the fact that triangles can be turned. 
The second statement is proved as follows: If A --) B has closed kernel 
and is a topological homomorphism, then the image of the complement of 
the kernel-i.e., the complement of zero in the image of A -+ B-is open. 
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Hence, zero is closed in the image of A --f B, which, in turn, is closed 
because it is the kernel of a map to a Hausdorff space C. Thus, zero is 
closed in B. 
APPENDIX B: CALCULATIONS ON d,(C) 
In this section we specialize to the case g = eI,(C) and X= P’. Let %‘” be 
an analytic $&module on X. For a E X, we wish to compute the n,-homol- 
ogy of the stalk wU of this sheaf considered as a g-module. We use the 
results of such a calculation in Section 9. To this end, fix two different 
points a and b in X. This determines a Cartan subalgebra c = b, n bb of g, 
for which n, and nb are the root spaces. We choose a basis e,, eb, h of g 
such that e,En,, ebEnb, [h, e,] = 2e,, [h, eb] = -2e,, and h = [e,, eb]. 
The positive root o! on the abstract Cartan subalgebra b specializes to roots 
a, and ab on c corresponding to n, and nb. With our choice of basis, 
a,(h) = 2 and a,(h) = -2. Similarly, any weight il E b specializes to weights 
2, and & on c with A, = -&. 
The map t + exp( teb)a identifies C with the Nb orbit of a and 
P’ = @ u {cc } with X. The points 0 and co are sent to a and b, respectively. 
This same map gives us a trivialization of wa as follows: Since Y$‘- is 
analytic, the stalk wa is induced from an analytic b,-module L. That is, as 
a g-module, wa can be realized as the space of germs at the identity in G 
of holomorphic L-valued functions on G which transform appropriately 
under the right action of c (cf. Sect. 8). Now, the mapf + {t + f(exp(te-))} 
determines a continuous linear isomorphism of w= to Q,@ L which sends 
the eb flat sections of w0 to the constant L-valued functions. 
If we use the above map to transfer the action of g on w0 to an action 
on Co,@ L, then clearly eb will act as the operator -d/dt acting in the 
Q-factor. Then the actions of e, and h are completely determined by the 
Lie algebra relations in 51,(C) and the fact that they must act as first order 
holomorphic differential operators which at {0} have the scalar values 0 
and m = I,(h) + p,(h) = A,(h) + 1, respectively. The result is that, under the 
above identification, e,, eb, h act on Q,@ L by acting on the first factor as 
the differential operators: 
e, = t2d/dt + mt, eb = -d/d& h = 2td/dt + m. 
We may now proceed with our calculation of n,-homology. The 
b-modules Hp(nx, wO) for p = 0, 1 are isomorphic to the cokernel and 
kernel, respectively, of 
v@f -vf:n,QWa+Wa. 
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If x #a then we may choose b = A: in the above trivialization. Then n, is 
spanned by eb and ab is the positive root on h determined by b,. Thus, 
H,,(n,, *i) =0 and Hi(n,, Va) is n,@ L with h acting as 
m - 2 = d,(h) - 1 = -lb(h) - 1 = s(u) Lb(h) + pb(h); 
thus, as an h,-module it has weight s(c~)A,+p,. 
Now, let x = a and choose b to be an arbitrary point of X not equal to 
x. The operator td/dt + m is diagonalizable with the monomials t”, for n a 
nonnegative integer, as eigenvectors. Thus, if m =21,(h) + 1 is not a non- 
positive integer, then td/dt + m is bijective on Q, and e, = t(td/dt + m) has 
(0) as kernel and O,Jt$ as cokernel. Hence, in this case, Hr(n,, WJ 
vanishes and H,(n,, Y’VJ is a copy of L with h acting as m = A,(h) + 
p,(h) =A,(h)+p,(h). Thus, as an h,-module, H,(n,, wO) has weight 
1.x + P.Y. 
If m is a nonpositive integer, then I!?,, decomposes as the direct sum of the 
zero eigenspace { Ctr”‘} for td/dt + m and the span of the nonzero eigen- 
spaces. Hence, e, has kernel { Ctpm} and cokernel (l!l,,/tc?&) 0 (C&/T, -,), 
where T1 --m is the closed span in 6J0 of the monomials other than t’-“‘. 
In this case, H,(n,, YY~) is a copy of L with h acting as -m +2 = 
-4?(h) + P,(h) = S(Kx) A,(h) + P,(h), so that it has weight ~(a,) 1, + px as 
b,-module. On the other hand, H,(n,, %$) is a direct sum of two copies 
of L, on one of which h acts as -m+2 and on the others as m. Thus, 
H,(n,, wO) is a direct sum of h,-modules of weight ~(a,) A, + px and of 
weight A, + p;, each of which has dimension dim(L). We conclude: 
B.l. PROPOSITION. Suppose g = 51,(C), W is an analytic gA,-module on X 
with finite geometric fibers, and a E X. 
(a) If 1 is not a negative integral multiple of u and v = ~(a,) 1, + px, 
then H,(n,, W*)” is nonvanishing only for x # a and p = 1, in which case it 
is isomorphic to n, Q L; 
(b) if A is a negative integral multiple of u and v = s(M,) A, + px, then 
Hp(nx, Wa)’ is nonvanishing but finite dimensional in both degrees p = 0 and 
p= 1; 
(c) if v = 1, + px, then HP(nl, WO)’ is nonvanishing only for x = a and 
p = 0, in which case it is isomorphic to n, @ L. 
Note that part (c) illustrates our vanishing theorem of Section 4, while 
parts (a) and (b) give what is needed to complete the arguments in 
Section 9. 
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